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-New County Supervis rial Districts Take Effect ·
.B

eginning the first of this
month, the way Riverside
ting County is organized into
Supervisorial Districts has
changed. By law, districts must
be re-drawn once each decade
to reflect population changes
reported in the decennial U.S.
Census.
The plan, approved by
County
Supervisors
on
Septem her 17, was developed
by a committee of citizens
appointed to make boundary
adjustments necessitated by a
decade of rapid population
growth. While each of the five
Supervisors should represent
approximately 20 percent of the
County's residents, growth in
the western County between
· 1980 and 1990 saw the first and
fifth districts each comprising
more than 20 percent of the
County population. The remap
apportions the County's 1.2 million residents more evenly over
the five supervisorial districts.
The new districts described
below will take effect, comptisi ng the following areas and
communities:
District 1 (represented by
Supervisor Walt P. Abraham)
now includes: the LaSierra and
Arlington areas and the portion

south of Alesandro Blvd. within
the City of Riverside, the cities
of Murrieta and Temecula, a
major portion of the city of
Lake Elsinore. the Lake
Matthews area, a ponion of the
communities of Gavilan Hills
and Woodcrest, the communities
of Wildomar and Santa Rosa
Rancho. Supervisor Abraham's
Riverside office is located on the
14th floor of the County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The Riverside office
telephone is (714) 275-1010.
The Supervisor's Temecula
office is located at 41002
County Center Drive, Temecula,
CA 92390. The Temecula office
telephone is (714) ·694-5150.
District 2 (represented by
Supervisor Melba Dunlap) now
includes: portions of central and
east Riverside, the cities of
Norco and Corona, the communities of El Cerrito and Home
Gardens, the communities of
Jurupa, Mira Loma and
Rubidoux. Supervisor Dunlap's
office is located on the 14th
floor
of
the
County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The office telephone is
(714) 275-1020.
.
District 3 (represented by
Supervisor Kay Ceniceros) now

'Jncludes: the cities of Calimesa,
'Beaumont, Banning, San Jacinto
and Hemet, major portions of
the cities of Canyon Lake and
Desert Hot Springs, the communities of Sun City, Homeland,
Romoland, Nuevo, Winchester,
Idyll wild, Sage and Lake
Skinner. Supervisor Ceniceros'
Hemet office is located at the
County Administrative Center,
880 N. State Street, Hemet, CA.
The office telephone is (714)
766-2470. The Supervisor's
Riverside office is located on the
14th floor of the County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The office telephone is
(714) 275-1030.
District 4 (represented by
Supervisor Patricia (Corky)
Larson) now includes: the cities
of Palm Springs, Cathedral City,
Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert,
Indian Wells, La Quinta, Indio
Coachella and Blythe, a Portion
of Desert Hot Springs no and
east of Pierson Blvd.
Im
Drive, the communities o Sky
Valley, Thermal, Desert Center
and Palo
Verde VaJley.
Supervisor Larson's Indio (ffice
is located in the Co nty
Administrative Center at 46-209
Oasis Street, Room 414,
io,
CA 92201. The office tele one
is (619) 342-8211. Supe ·sor

Larson also has an office in
Blythe, located at 260 N. Spring
St., Blythe, CA 92225. The telephone number for the office is
(619)
922-3698.
The
Supervisor's Riverside office is
located on the 14th floor of the
County Administrative Center ,
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside.

J

immy's Market, liquor
license submitted to
Sacramento for approval by the
local Alcoholic Control Board
office.has been put on hold by
the Southern District office for
review.
Jack Brewer, District
Administrator said they
recommended issuance with
conditions, because it has been
licensed for years as a beer and
wine establishment, because
there was no protest from
anyone in the community during
the 30 day posting period and
there has never been a problem
on the site. The city overruled
the Planning Commission after
their recommended denial. The
city says they are faced with a
legal problem concerning the
eminent domain proceeding
against the owner, Basem
Bashir. "There were probably
meetings pro and con of
community groups, but we don't
get th-at information," said
Brewer.
The licence is undergoing
some
more
detailed
investigation.
The legal notice was to be
posted from February 11, to
March 12, said Brewer.
However, Southern District
Supervisor Jerry Jolly said,
"there were some problems with
the way Bashir posted the notice
and the date had to start over."
The only checks made on the
property were on February 14
and again on the 17th. "By the
lime we received any objections
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the period for protest was over, which is located approximately
said Brewer." Bobby Ray 325 feet from the proposed
Henderson, owner of Bobby premises.
Ray's Bar-be-Que said, "I ain't
f. The school administration
seen no sign on his window. If it has an on-going problem with
was posted somebody took it trespassers on the school
down. We have been checking grounds who are sometimes
for it because of the last time he intoxicated or have alcoholic
tried to get a license and was beverages in their possession.
denied."
g. There currently exists a
Henderson, was referring to problem of litter including
the ABC denial of the site in alcoholic beverage containers
1986 for his brother Yaser Musa at said school and issuance of
Bashir. ABC's denial was based the applied for license could
on his brother making false tend to aggravate said problem.
statements, misrepresenting
11- Issuance of the applied
facts to obtain the license and for-license would be contrary to
implication of his brother and the public welfare and morals in
applicant for this license, that in addition to the above
Basem. Additionally, ABC cited identified priority Off Sale
the problems it created for the General licensed filed by this
school.
applicant, applicant did have
Brewer said he was not aware more than one opportunity to
there had ever been a denial at participate in the same county
that address. Jolly, didn't know in a priority drawing for an Off
about it either.
Sale General License held in
Text of the ABC Denial:
San Bernardino County,
The proposed premises are California.
Applicant's
located in the immediate opportunity to participate in
vicinity of a school known as said drawing was through an
Martin Luther King, Jr. school interest held with Basem M.
located at 1250 N. Muscott, San Bashir in a priority application
Bernardino, and normal for an original Off sale General
operation of the proposed License in San Bernardino
premises would have a County, California, filed 9-24detrimental effect on tlie normai 85 by Basem M. Bashir.
activity of said school.
III- Applicant has misA. The distance from the represented material facts in
proposed premises to the closest applying to obtain the licens~ to
point of said school is sell alcoholic beverages in that
approximately 20' feet.
he made false an misleading
b. There is an enrollment of statements to investigators
478 pupils between the ages of during the course of the
8 and 12.
investigation of the application,
c. Said pupils attend classes to-wit:
held between the hours of 9 :00
a. On November 13, 1985, in
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. After regular response to questions regarding
class hours, the fallowing his source of funds, applicant
activities are held at said class stated his mother and sister had
hours, the following activities given him cash in the amount of
are held at said school: athletic $7,000 when they visited the
programs and after school and United States, that he had taken
w~ekend plays.
that cash to the bank where he
d . Many of the pupils purchased a cashier's check to
attending the school walk past enter the 1985 priority drawing
the proposed premises going to · and that the cash was not
and from school, as do pupils at deposited into any bank account
Rio Vista Elementary School prior to the purchase of the
located approximately 2000' cashier's check.
northwest.
In fact the cashier's check
e. Many pupils frequent the used to enter the priority
premises and a Type 21 drawing,
Crocker Bank
premises at 1598 W. Baseline #07708278, was purchased from

by the First and Second
Districts.
Supervisor
Younglove's office is located on,
the 14th floor of the County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The office telephone is'
(714) 275-1050.

WESTSIDE SHOPPING CENTER LEASE SIGNING-(1 ·to r) John W. Pierce, chairman of
New Frontier Commercial Properties, Inc., Leon Jordan, Lawyer for Dukes-Dukes; Joe
Ml,neo (Schnelder Leasing) for Jin Bang Park, Dry Cleaning; Jeff Stanley (Schnelder
Leasing) for Marlo Flores, Dentist; Seang Vang, Pam's Donut; Alvin WIibourn, Check
Cashing and Video Store; Sook Ja Shin, Beauty Supply; Dan Robbins, San Bernardino
Chl,ef of Police for the "Community Oriented Police Faculty;" Brad Whitaker, Kentucky
Frle~d Chicken; BIii Hareck, American Drug Stores; Adrianne Gaines, Food-4-Less and
Viva Markets.

Market Eiquot License Submitt ti On Hold
San Bernardino

CA 92501. The office telephone
is (714) 275-1040.
District 5 (represented by
Supervisor Norton Younglove)
now includes: the cities of
Moreno Valley and Perris, the
communities of Highgrove and
Lake Perris, portions of the City
of Riverside not encompassed

the proceeds of Crocker Bank
Cashier's check #07708277 in
the amount of $6,000 payable to
applicant. Cashier's check
#07708277 was purchased by
Basem M . Bashir, Applicant's
brother, from funds retained in
his personal checking account
#409156576 at the same
Crocker Bank.
b. On November 13, 1985, in
response to question regarding
his source funds. applicant
stated he maintained about
$4,500 in cash in his safe
deposit box at which time he
was asked to furnish evidence of
his ownership of such
depository.
Instead, on January 27, 1986,
applicant furnished a copy of a
safe deposit rental statement
from Bank of America, Rialto,
addressed to Nizam and Saedah
Abdulhalim for account number
09347-00277, box number
P 1719. Applicant identified the
Abdulhalims as his sister and
brother - in - law and said he
kept cash in their box.
"It is hard to understand with
the facts presented, that the
ABC Board could still
recommend approval," said Carl
Clemons, former Planning
Commissioner Chair. However,
Brewer said the Mayor said if
was a part of a redevelopment
deal and he wanted it to happen.
The Mayor and Council
worked a deal with Bashir to
move him, give him $160,000,
give the property owner $50,000
to upgrade the site and help him
obtain the liquor license transfer.
It has been said he is a
responsible Immigrant and
wouldn't do anything to
jeopardize his business.
Meanwhile, at this printing
the owner of that property ,
Willie Clark, president of the
NAACP has not received his
money, after the eminent
domain proceedings, took his
land and tore down the building,
he even receive a property tax
bill and has been advised by the
Tax Collector's office, the taxes
must be paid and if there is a
discrepancy the money will be
refunded.

i·ngleton ove~ To
Rialto For A Change
By Abrendal Smith

J

ohn Singleton, 23, writer
and producer of the
tremendous box office success,
"Boyz N the Hood," grew up in
South Central Los Angeles, but
relocated to Rialto, California
he had an urgent need. A need
to survive. A need inspired by
his father, Danny Singleton,
who provided for him, protected
him when the streets of L.A.
were calling him to crime,
degradation, and certain death.
In Rialto, John attended
Eisenhower high school during
his sophomore and junior years
where he developed his interest
in film writing.
About
relocating, John says, "I had to
get out of L.A.. It was too
rough. I wanted a change of
pace, so I went to Rialto to
finish my high school years. It
was cool. It was a trip. It was
like a small community unto
itself. It was like being in
middle America, actually. I
wanted to concentrate on my
studies for a while, and didn't
have to worry about getting shot
at."
In his film that opened in
eight hundred theaters the first

week, John Singleton paints a
picture of himself struggling
with peer pressure and a
negative society. With strong

John Singleton

paternal guidance, John traveled
from the battleground of South
Central, armed with a fierce
determination to succeed, to
Rialto, " a safe haven", then
returned to Los Angeles. This
time, in Culver City at his office
at Columbia Pictures where he
controls the action on his own
turf.

Acura's Loss Is Chino Hills Gain

D

onna Atkins was caught
in a bad situation when
she purchased a car from Herb
Frielander, Acura Car Dealer in
San Bernardino.
Atkins purchased a 1987
Volvo for $12,000. She put
$2,300 down and drove it for
close to 30 days when she found
out she had to return to the
deal e r because there was a
problem with financing.
"It was an unfortunate
incident",
said
Dino
Muraschinge, Sales Manager, of
Herb Frielander Acura. We
asked her to return because the
banks would not acc~pt her
brother as a co-signer. We

needed his wife's signature as
well." The banks are very tight
when the interest is low, and it
is hard to get qualified.
The incident Muraschinge
and Atkins said was volatile.
"Atkins went back to the
dealer and gave back the car,
left and returned with her
brother who told the dealer
there had to be a 10 day
surrender period. There had
been nothing in writing. Atkins
said they tried to get her to sign
that document with the pretense
that it was a registration paper.
She grabbed the recision letter
and destroyed it. They had no
proof, she was given the letter.

CONTINUED ON 8 -4
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To THE EDITOR

ast week, I outlined an
agenda called The New
Republicans and called upon the
Republican Party to adopt it and
discard the so-called "Southern
strategy." I also called for support for these social and economic policies from the public.
I have neither sought nor
have I received any funds or
advice from any official of the
Republican Party on this undertaking and there is no affiliation
between The New Republicans
iuid the Republican Party. I personally paid for the expenses for
my press conference.
~In my travels, I have discovel"!!d a great anxiety about the
direction of the country, race
r~lations and especially the
e~onomy. Unfortunately, too
many Americans believe that all
of our economic problems are
the result of preference pro-

grams for Blacks. The real prob1em is that the economy is not
growing.
It has become increasingly
clear that the economic pain
now experienced by millions is
being diabolically manipulated
by the factor of race and exacerbated by an unfair system of taxation, a dangerously low saving
rate and a loss of industrial
competitiveness - all resulting
in an overall dimunion in our
standard of living.
David Duke is a Nazi. He is
not a Republican, anymore than
he is a Democrat.
And if the agenda of The
New Republicans is adopted, it
will redefine the Republican
Party so that David Duke will
not be able to hide under a
Republican banner and taint the
party's historic and legitimate
concerns about inept government and wasteful social pro-

Letters To The Editor
DEAR EDITOR:
· Now hear this: It was with disgust that we read the "Letter to the
Editor'' last week. We spent the weekend trying to decide who
these people are,, ,"Concerned Parents". There are a lot o
"Concerned Parents" in Moreno Valley, and Mr. Ledbetter happens
to be one of them. We have often heard of Sgt. Ledbetter, Mr.
~dbetter or Commissioner Ledbetter, although he request to be
o~ed Charlie.
.
: : Friends of Charlie
: ;Milton Burton & NCO's

Tony Brown
grams with his thinly veiled
appeal to racism.
With a "Southern strategy" of
racial exclusion, the Republican
Party has been transformed over
the last 25 years into a party of
mostly Whites . However, the
political temptation to exploit
racial fears and disadvantaged
racial groups is always present
in our political process and is
not the exclusive dominion of

.
,.-~

!!Congratulations!!

·

Election Winners

MAY COM PANY MUSI C P LU S

"The 35 - 65 Solution"
the GOP.
Just as disastrous as the
"Southern strategy" is the
exploitation of Blacks by the
Democratic Party through the
perverse notion of guaranteed
success. Blacks need self sufficiency as well as government
assistance, even more so . But
because the Democratic Party
gets 90% of the Black vote just
for the asking, there is no incentive to advocate self-help and
empowerment. Why not promise
Blacks what they can never
have? There is no accountability.
am seeking support for an
agenda that will return the
Republican Party to its essential
principles of fairness and inclusion.
The only time that Black
people have ever been truly
politically empowered was
between 1936 and 1964. Prior to
1936, Blacks gave the

I

Republicans nearly all of their point - Blacks strategically
votes out of gratitude for freeing used their voting power.
That means that Blacks
them from slavery, giving them
citizenship and the right to vote. should split their votes - 35%
After 1964, Blacks, who voting for the Republican and
comprise 12% of the population 65 % for the Democrat - the
today, made the same strategic partisan competition of both par.:
ties for the Black vote would
mistake with the Democrats who now get close to 95% of the break the logjam now blocking
Black vote, which is 25% of all Black economic and social
advancement.
votes cast for Democrats.
I call the agenda The New
Because Blacks vote overwhelmingly Democratic, the Republicans and ask that any
Democrats can offer lip service American who believes in most
and still count on the Black or all of it join me m shaping the
vote. And because Blacks have Republican Party from within:
become an almost non-existent As of November 25th, those'
force in the GOP, Republicans who want more information on .·
can ignore them altogether. It's a the agenda of The New·
political Catch 22 for the Black Republicans, a copy of my 12:•
point agenda or to volunteer cancommunity.
We can solve this dilemma by call 1-900-9765558. The cost of·
doing what we did between the call is $1.99 for the first ·
1936 and 1964. During that peri- minute and 99 cents for each~
od, both parties fell all over each additional minute.
other passing bills that benefited
Blacks because - and this is the

Bright Futures Or Broken Dreams?:?
by Marian Edl~man

T

he nation's capital is
showcase for privilege,
power, pomp and circumstance.
Washington, DC, is a mecca for
tourists and world leaders.
Police stop all traffic when the
President, Vice President, or a
visiting dignitary hoes out for
',1,.
,,,
ride. It's the city where military
'
victories are celebrated with
gigantic parades. Patriotic firePERRIS SCHOOL BOARD works displays typically cost
~}B. SCHOOL BdARD
ELECTION WINNER!! hundreds of thousands of doltLECTION WINNERS!!
Virniecia Green - Jordan
ij"ilfdy l3rown \;
lars.
fy,1arlin Brown
What I can't understand is
RIALTO SCHOOL BOARD why in the midst of all this priv J;!9u Yeager ,
ELECTION WINNER!! ilege, Americans tolerate so
Wilmer Carter
much suffering and official
neglect, especially among children, in the very shadow of the '
White House.
Recently the Children's
Defense Fund issued a report,
Bright Futures or Broken
Dreams, specially on the plight
of children and families in
Washington, DC. Among the
appalling findings:
• An infant born in the
nation's capital is less likely to
s urviv e until his or her first
birthday than a baby born in
Cuba or Jamaica.
• Only 43 percent of all
District two-year-olds are fully
immunized against preventable
childhood diseases.
• Each night 1,300 homeless
children sleep in shelters across
the city while grown men, sleep
in rags on sidewalks near the
White House and Lincoln
BRIDGES AUDITORIUM, 4th and College Way, Claremont
Memorial.
Children are the poorest resiCall 1-800-6600-ART
dents of the District of
OR (714) 621 -8032 for Information and
Charge by Phone
Columbia. One in three District
1213) 480·3232•(714) 740•2000
Llox O ffi ce Hoc,rs M o n -Fri . 1 0 am - 5 pm
1805) 585·8700 •(619) 278•TIXS
children is poor - a child
poverty rate exceeding that of
48 states. Yet the District's
median income is higher than
that of four - fifths of all states.
,,
Tl.• Zal•ad Em••- • • - In Blaala an.ell.·: , :"I ( M
In Washington, Third World
·'
poverty and First World privi:;
Established in January of 1973
lege struggle to coexist. Two
:: The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
sets of expectations and oppor:, Brown and Assodates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
tunities exist for children who
,: reached In Riverside at (714) 682·6070 and In San Bernardino al (714) 889•0506.
chose neither their parents nor
:: The Black Voice News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate is $30 per year.
: Out of stale subscription is $35 per year.
neighborhoods. The District's
privileged residents must realize
;.
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper or general drculation on July 8, 1974, case
:: number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County.
that their private lives and their
neighborhoods cannot forever
:: The objective of The Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate Information to
1 all members of The Inland Empire.
remain untouched by the dimin'·
'. ·
Stories published In the Black Voice News do not necessarily reflect the policies
ished hopes of one - third of the
•. nor the opinions of the publishers.
District's children, mostly black
' The Black Voice news Is A audited by the Consumers Paper Verification
:•
children.
;. Service. We have over 35,000 readers per week
If the American Dream seems
'.:: The Black Voice news Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
especially
perverted
in
:'. ·Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
Washington,
D.C.,
it's
probably
,: .(NNPA).
,,
because so much of the world
;, We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.
expects better of ·~he capital of
,I
:,. 1
STAFF
the free world. But even though
I
most every indicator of child
•:·Publlshers .............................................................................Hardy & Cheryl Brown
health and well - being is worse
:.Editor .................................................................................................Billy Johnson Jr.
in the District than in other large
;:·Book Review Editor............................:...............................................Paulette Brown
I
cities
and most states in the
, 1 East Coast Editor ............................................................................ Hardy Brown, Jr.
,!
U.S . , no city or state can be
I Assistant Editor Children's Features..................................................Reglna Brown
proud of how it treats its chil'1
1I ,' ProductJon Asslstant .......................................................................Shawndi Johnson
dren. Across the land, children
1• Distribution ..........................................................................................Warren Carey
,,.
are the poorest Americans.
~• Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown or Lucille Milo in Riverside at
In our investigation into the
(714) 682-6070 or In San Bernardino at (714) 889•0506.
way the District gov e rnment
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• POLITICS

treats children, the Children's
Defense Fund found that the
city's leaders are hampered by
the fact that the federal government, as the city's predominant
employer, isn't doing its share.
However, the report also discovered that the city itself has
not been providing adequate
leadership for children. It's
being penny - wise and pound foolish by not investing in preventive measures such as childhood immunization and neighborhoods health clinics.
Extraordinary amounts are spent
on foster care and juvenile
dete tion but very little is spend

on family preservation services
and youth counseling. That is a
preservation services and youth
counseling. That is a shortsighted policy that inevitably leads to
worse conditions costing several
times as much money in the
long term .
The report found that city
officials are not taking advantage of millions of dollars in
available federal funds, and that
various city child - serving
agencies aren't cooperating
enough to help correct problems
with individual children before
they get sick, drop out of school,
or get into troubl e . Can your

The best tires
,At the .best price
& the best service

city government stand the same'
scrutiny?
;"
Everywhere in America ;
including the nation's capital ;
the worsening plight of children
demands everyone's involvement - religious congregations,
civic and professional groups :•
child advocates, and citizens . .
Children are dying for lack of ·
leadership from elected officials ·
- Black and white. But we•·
must remember that politicians··
don't lead, they follow. All of
us must let them know, from the
White House to the state house
to city hall, that they must puC,
children first, not last.

[pliflll'/1lfl,c£]

Guaranteecr
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James White, President
The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

lube, filter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

r---------~-------,r-----------------,
69
15
Goodyear Certlfled,Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire. Inc

I
I$

Service
includes:
I
• Replace pads
and shoes
95 • Repack bearings on non drive axles I
• Resurface/drums/rotors
I
• Inspect calipers, Wheel Cylinders & I

I
I

I

per axe!

I
I$

Offer includes·•
I
.88 • Drain oil & replace up to 5 qts/30wt. I
• FREE· 12 pt. vehicle Inspection I
• FREE · 4 tire rotation
I

I
I
I I Lu~...,o7.'':-;.7;'er

hydraulics

• Install new filter
• Lubricate chassis

I

~-----------------~~-----------------J
Brake Special • Adjust and road tat

.. . .

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:COME,
SEE'US TODAY
. .
~

-

-

3553 Merrill Ave
Riverside CA 92506

1_-800-69-TIRE1

-

..

.

---

ASK ABOUT OUR
NATIONWIDE
SEVICE WARRANTY

,._,.

.
. .,·•
•'.

•

Life Styles
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~!er iqn~UnSe~merican Men and Recovery::
R

ecovery begins with an
,
individual commitment
\9 do whatever is necessary in
o,rder to maintain a clean and
sober lifestyle. When a person
take that first step towards
i:ecovery, there is an intrinsic
fareement that the old way of
doing things can no longer exist.
Negative beliefs and values
nave to change in order for the
newly recovering person to
begin to feel that they are
regaining control of their life.
B.ecoming active in a positive
support system, such as a 12
step program, a secular organization, or family and individual
counseling, can help the addict
or alcoholic attain .t he goal of
maintaining recovery, when confronted with situations of adversity or emotional discomfort.
Becoming active in a positive
support system means more than
just not drinking or using drugs
and going to meetings. It also
means coming to terms with old
behavior, changing values and
learning healthy ways to
respond to verbal and emotionally abusive situations. These
(\re important elements which
Gan diminish negative thinking
as well as other barriers to
recovery.
" For African American men
the barriers to recovery are more
complex. Issues such as the
r~fusal by political and social
iQstitutions historically to recognize the positive contributions
made by African American men,
racial intolerance from others in
recovery, institutional racism

and an unwillingness by society
to accept their recovery as a person al accomplishment, are
examples of barriers that confront them as well.
Traditionally American society has never been wiling to
acknowledge many of the
accomplishments of African
American men. Historically the
exception has been when those
accompli'shments meet the needs
of the society at large at their
expense.
If.African American men are
going to be successful with
recovery, then the support necessary for them to get their
needs met has to reflect their
cultural beliefs and values. It is
therefore extremely important
for that support to begin in the
treatment center.
The value of special population counseling as an essential
part of the basic support system
becomes an important function
of the treatment of chemical
d~pend~ncy and alcoholism for
African Americans.
Wiren treatment plans are
considered, the question of how
to deliver the best possible care
in terms of special populations
and what their needs are, is sure
to raise some sensitive issues.
When treatment plans are
considered, the question of how
to deliver the best possible care
in terms of special populations
and what their needs are, is sure
to raise some sensitive issues. If
the treatment team is not trained
to counsel special populations,
in this case African American
men, then the goals of the treatment plan cannot be met.

Up until recently, these fears
may have been justified given
the fact that early forms of the
vaccine contain non-specific
proteins that frequently led to
fever and tired feelings after the
vaccine was administered.
The vaccine now available
from your doctor is highly purified and reaction rates are very
low.
It is recommended that those
individuals over 60 years old
and those who suffer from heart,
respiratory, immune system
problems, diabetes or other
chronic illnesses ~ vaccinated.
Those individuals with chronic debilitating disease no matter
what their age should be vacciBy Ernest C.Levlster, Jr.,
nated.
M.D., F.A.C.P.
It has also been recommendFLU SHOT FEARS
ed that the vaccine be given to
Dear Dr. Levister: I am a 65 . those indiyiduals in critical jobs
year old diabetic and my doctor" ... that· are .;/ital to community
h{'S recoipmended a flu shot. In function such as.poUcemen, firethe past I have had reactions. men and selected hospital perWhat do you think? Fearful
sonnel.
· Dear Fearful: Kill virus vacThe vaccination should be
ci:nes have been available for given in the fall before the flu
prevention of influenza for season which usually begins in
inany years.
December.
.~ Many patients h ave been
The public .health in various
rQluctant to take advantage of areas offers the flu vaccine free
tue vaccine for fear that the shot of charge to individuals. Check
w~uld actually cause the illness. it out.
·

.'

It is very important for the
treatment team to be able to differentiate between issues such as
cultural values an beliefs versus
the goal of the treatment facility.
If the treatment team is not
trained to counsel special populations, in this case African
American men. then the goals of
,the treatment plan cannot be
ipet.
It is very important for the
treatment team to be able to differentiate between issues such as
cultural values and beliefs versus the goal of the treatment
facility. If employment is a goal
on the treatment plan then job
discrimination and being stereotyped, are real and credible
issues that are just as imponant
as learning to live without alcohol and drugs, and need to treated as such.
When these and other relevant areas of concern are
approached as part of the treatment plan, the probability of a
relapse can be diminished provided the client is willing to participate in the program of recov-

ery. Participation includes such
issues as a willingness on the
part of these men to take some
healthy risks, such as developing realistic goals and learnings
how to handle their own success
and failure.
If the treatment team cannot
make themselves professionally

Thanksgivmg week. Keep the

Recovery continued•'' <Next week 11/14/91 ''.'
,

by Abrendal Smith

D

id you ever wonder abo~t
the controversial emotion
called love? If you attended
Luther Vandross' sold out concert at the Los Angles Sports
Arena recently, you may have
found dome answers.
Vandross' show opened
Tuesday night with the inspirational harmony of the Sounds of
Blackness performing their
gospel hit, """Optimistic".
Sinbad, the actor comedian, lifted some more spirits with his
crowd roaring antics, mimicking
die hard fans at the "Luther

Luther Vandross
Power of Love Concert." Some
of this fun included, "don't be
standing up waving your hands

shouting, 'Luther, Luther' like
you know Luther." Sinbad als~.
warned the long time followers~
of the superstar, "Don't be sit<
ting behind people singing along·
with Luther. People didn't pay
over twenty dollars to hear you··
mess up Luther's songs."
Mr. Vandross, the Socrates of
Love, and his vibrant "Powey ,
Posse" dressed in black and"
white sequins opened the rendi-'
tion with; Celebrate, Stop To •
Love, Superstar, A House Is Not
A Home, Give Me The Reaso~ •
and Don't Want To Be A Fool. ~
'·
CONTINUED ON 8-4 ,·'
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If yo receive government checks,
you need Basic Checking.
Basic

'• I

•'
Checking is a special checking

account for people receiving assistance from the

checks and stores copies of them for you
for seven years.
• Telephone our 24-hour Customer Service Cen-

following government programs:
• Supplemental Security Income (Federal)

ter anytime to verify account balances, request

• Social Security

a copy of a c.anceled check or take advantage

• Aid to Families with Dependent Children

of more than 40 other banking services.
The initial deposit is $25 and the

(AFDC)
• Women, Infants and Children (State program)

monthly service charge is just $4 when you

• California unemployment

maintain an average daily balance of $25 in the

• General Relief

account.* It's safe. Writing checks is much safer

Basic Checking provides a safe place for

than carrying cash. And you won't have to buy

your money. .. and provides )'OU with valuable

money orders or pay to have your benefit checks

banking services:

cashed. What's more, you always have proof of

• Up to 10 checks paid and 2 in-branch or by

payment with Basic Checking.

,.

•

Protect your checks from loss or theft.

mail deposits during a statement cycle
• Enjoy the convenience of Security Pacific

Ask for Direct Deposit Service to have your

ReadyTeller• ATM withdrawals from your

benefit checks automatically deposited on time

account totaling up to $300 per day.

into your Basic Checking account. With Direct
Deposit, there's no danger of your checks being

• Easy-to-read monthly Ready Reference

lost or stolen. And Direct Deposit Service is free!

statement

eliminates any

shopping. If finding the rightsized bird is critical, buy a
frozen one early; and save
yourself the trouble· ofrurming
from store to store during

means depends to some degr~
on how well they respond to
treatment during this phase of
their recovery, and also how
they are treated.
·L·

Luther Concert: Wonderful\

Ask about it when you open your account.

• Our Check Safekeeping service - which

Home & Body

available to approach these and
other issues, then it could mean
tragedy for the clients attempt to
maintain a clean and sober
lifestyle.
The first thirty days of recovery are extremely important.
How a person chooses to interpret what being clean and sober

orry about protecting your

Come in soon. Bring your next benefit

cancelled chec s from fire, theft and loss.

check to one of our convenient branches listed

Security Pacific microfilms your cancelled

below. Protect your money with Basic Checking.

,.

1'55 SECURITY PACIFIC BANK

I·

turkey frozen until you're ready
to thaw and cook it. To operate
safely, a freezer should register
S i m p l y
B e t t e r ""
0° P or slightly lower.
--~
.. ®
If you don't want a large
turkey talcing up space in your
refrigerator for 4 9r? days 5VJ.µle
588 S. Palm Canyon Dr.
1642 E. Highland Avenue
245 E. Highland Avenue
402 North D Street
it thaws, ·or if yqu j nigqtJorget
Palm Springs 92262
San Bernardino 92404
San Bernardino 92404
San Bernardino 92401
to take it out tof,tliaw; <frder
fresh bird ahead of time; and
6370 Van Buren Blvd.
81-710 Hwy. 111
10048 S. Sierra Avenue
8491 Sierra Avenue
204 E. 6th St.
pick it up 1 or 2 days before you
Riverside 92503
Indio 92201
Fontana 92335
Fontana 92335
Corona 91720
plan to cook it. ,
. Write UC Cooperative .
*If more than IO checks are paid or more than 2 in-branch or by mail deposits are mad e or the average b alance falls below $25 at a ny t ime during the statement cycle, the service
Extension at,21150 ,Box Springs
charge is $7.50 for the statement cycle.
Road, "Moreno . Valley, CA
.92557; or call (714) 683-6491
© 1991S<cumy Pacific National Bank ® Security Pacific Corporation MEMBER FDIC
'
for a copy oP'Turkey Tips".
i.=
lt = = == == = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == =====:J ,.,.•'

5I

Euhlce WIiiiamson, Home
Economist

a

QUESTION: As the holidays
approach, what should I
consider whe n shopping for
turkey?
·
ANSWER: . Save time this
year by d~ciding what kind of
turkey you want before you go

-_,

I
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·social Work Professor Wins Living Legacy Award;
·T

helma L. Eaton, professor
of social work at Whittier
College, is a recipient of the
,1991 Living Legacy Award presented by the National Caucus
and Center on Black Aged, Inc.
(NCBA).

have been chosen from 300 can- a list of other recipients.
didates across the nation is quite
Eaton and the other five
an honor."
award winners will be honored
Previous recipients include at the Living Legacy Award
the Honorable Augustus F. Banquet at the Hyatt Regency
Hawkins, Reverend Dr. Martin Capitol Hill Hotel on Nov. 15.
L. King Sr., Maya Angelou and Each awardee will have his/her

programs assisting minority stu- Technical Services (ARTSr) .
dents. She was also recently ARTS is a non-profit organizaselected as a member of the tion that provides management
inaugural class of the Arts consulting and technical assis.Leadership Initiative sponsored tance to the non-profit arts comQY the Arts Resources and munity.

portrait taken and each portrait
will be on permanent display at
the NCBA in Washington D.C.
In addition to her involvement in various professional,
civic and political organizations,
Eaton has been active in many

!!WARNING!!

Each year, the NCBA, which

DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT CALLING
ANY ATTORNEY UNTIL YOU READ
nns VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE!!!
Did you know that using an attorney could be
dangerous to your wealth?
Did You know that some attorneys may be

.,,

more interested in their own check-books than
they are in helping you?

'.

_,.
,'i

Many times, attorneys will evaluate your situation
,-i
based on your ability to pay their fees, raiher than on theu
-;
ability to help you. Unfortunately, in some situations, people find our after paying
a fortune in legal fees, that the only one who has actually benefitted has been their
attorney when their situation could have been handled by simply filling out certain
forms with the courts. Does this sound familiar? If it does, read on. So if youlare

'.·.' ._,,.:<~1±~:%,:1t~:t'.-t~!fi}~~t011~\'\.

· Our Cammuruty -~-·

Thelma L. Eaton
is based in Washington, D.C.,
honors six outstanding Black
persons who are 60 years of age
or older for their contributions
to the nation and society.
Persons are nominated by
national Black organizations,
community agencies, the state
and area Offices on Aging, and
Black colleges and universities.
Ms. Theresa P. Hughes,
assemblywoman of the city of
Los Angeles, nominated Dr.
' Easton, who was one of 300
nominees from across the
nation. Upon learning of her
, award, Easton said, "I am great' ly honored to have received the
Living Legacy Award particularly, since it is assessed by professional peers and colleagues. To

:.: ....

.

.

.

.

:.···.':•:

"·,Home Bey,erS Prpgrarti·,:~\ ,.-, ,, _
can open doors for you.

facing divorce, banlauptcy, a will, living trust, eviction, conlract dispute, suil::pr
any other problems, don't rush out to hire an attorney before exploring o~r
avenues of legal assistance. For example, one legal service, Interstate Leg)ll
Assistance, has saved inany people thousands of dollars by simply assisting th~
in handling their own legal problems and situations with qualified paralegals JBd
legal technicians. You will save money by simply walking through the door,
because there is no cost to you for your inquiries.

·

5(5() North Arrowhead Ave. Suite 5-A, San Bernardino, CA 92401 -.
Ph (714) 381-2295
FAX (714) 884-7169 ,~

At Cal Fed, we think that owning a home is a into your new house years sooner than you
right, not a privilege. Which is why we offer the ever dreamed possible.
Community Horne Buyer's Program. An affordSo let the Cal Fed Community Loan Officer
able fixed rate loan that features an especially
in your area show you how simple buying a home
low down payment.
~
can be. The Community Horne
And because we're making it
Buyer'sPrograrnatCalFed. Where
easier to qualify, you could move CALIFORNIA FEDERAL BAN.~ our doors are wide open to eveiyone.

INVESTDBSI:

CAL~ FED

Inland Empire

Orange County

(714) 989-7739 Ext. 243

(714) 841-6899
(714) 990-2151 Ext. 223

~

Their office is located at:

...'
,

J

General Contractor lookin~
for investors...
·,~ Only Secure, Solid, Preinvestig ag ad buildinq_
projects.

0

Loans may not be available on properties located outside of Cal Fed's service territones. Cal Fed reserves tl'le nght to change its lending
PrDl!l'all\S, practices and reqwrements at any lllne without notice.
(6."J:;.

Call (711) 780-2692

)J_
u
siness
Directory
t.11
r---~-------.--~~.......:...___:__~-...L_~------...::=--~----------..:l-l1i
•,~

Telephone (714) 881 ,1683

m-., SU.. 1'.,.tet.

(714) 684·0484

<.OJ\.
t~;.'n111VVoma.n
7".-,: ~
.:J,\IO·

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

!Bttty

n 111

.At.~-

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG · LUGGI\GE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
52 25 Canyon Crest Or. N o,7 9

!J.,,., 'J:i.,f,y.2(,..&r,, .-It~,

Dlpk>mate of Amencan Boa.d

Dipk:mate of AtnenClin Bo.rd

Of Ob~tetnn and Gynecok>gy

Of Obsietncs and

By Appointmenr

I

Gvnecolow

Offoce Hours
249 E Hi!;,tand
S.n Bcma,<fino, CA 92404

Sat & Eve A,...,,Jahk

'

l!

to ' vvoma.n

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Medical Group

'51, ... 11 ']),.,;,{.,

M · F 9 :00 to 6 00
Sat 9 · 3 '00

SAM LEE

niverside. CA 9 2 50?

1!I
''

NEW TRENDS

SHEILA STOHES, HAIR S'ITLIST

Beauty Salon
1090 W. Highland Aue. #3
San Bernardino, CA
(714 )883- 7606

Specializing !n Black Ha ir Care
Appointments & Walk-ins
1

,
I

139 West Foothill Bivd.
,Rialto, CA 92376

•

•

Attorney at Law

..---COUPON--,

Go~i's Beautv Salon
Salon (714)875-1581.
Home (714) 864-4769

IRetouch Relaxers
1wet Set
wave Nouveau

1

25% OFF

A
. Cut Above Hair Salon

"With You In Mind"
5665 Van Buren Blvd, Ste C
Riverside, CA 92503
{714)352-9236
ALL BRAIDS & WEAVING SERVICES 1/2 OFF
ASK FOR:
MONICA, GENIA, RACHEL

$29
$18
$1 o off

lwe now offer Sebastian &

I

l

N€IUS

IFull Set Of Nails
Nails (Fills)
1Free
Design

$15.99

Ham, Roast Beef, Pastrami,
Corned Beef
Poor Richards Products~:
available at Stater Bros., Price :
Club, PACE, Vons, Lucky's &[
Food For Less,

Otis L. Jones

696 North "D" Street ,Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5519

I

I

If you don't see it ask the manager.

I
I

I

:
I

I
_________
...
L
$10.99

Bring Ad For Discount.

Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

.cA ~ee (JaQQefty
Specializing in Afrlcan-American Art
By A.ppoirrtmmt Orrly
P.O. Box 70163
Riverside, Calif
92513-0163

(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 686-8398
Alicia & Howard Lee

Directors

·'
Room Additions/Custom Homes

EBONY
CREST SALON

Dr. E. Lewis Clark

-•~}. ~

;t

Owner

Mickey

-

VIC.,ll'

NAIL TECHN IC IAN

Financial A~istance Availab1e

• -Ei
-A

!!£ ;:

LEW IS & CLARK Construction /

7028 MAGNOLIA AVE ,

RIVERSIDE . CA 92506
(7 14) 686-1290

Fish Skillet
3483 Arlington Ave.
Riverside. CA 92506

Speclal
Lunch $1.99
Shrimp • Catfish
Sole Trout

(714) 276-0747

Catfish
Shrimp
Hushpuppies

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

Free Pie With
Any Purchase
Selections: Bucket of Fish or
Sole
2 Super Diners
Snapper
.Peac h Cobbler

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714} 684-2467
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

DIRECTIONS IN ART
Full Service Advertising Art
Ads • Stationery • Logos • Printing • Graphics
Brochures • Design • Layouts • Camera-Ready Art
Calligraphy • Photog raphy • Copy Writing • Illustration

Trout
Sweet Potato Pie

(

"Quality Finr"
880 W. RIALTO AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
BUS. (7U) 875-1 UO
RES. (714) '820-4840

MBE
Lie. B & C-33 #463976

WEDGCOR STEEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM DIST/118UTOII

Bertha's Beauty
Salon & Boutique
Wave Nouveau & Lastra Curls $10 OFF
Wonder Curl & permanent Relaxers
$5 OFF

Men - Women - Children
1338 Massachusetts Ave., Riverside
Near K-mart Shopping Center on Iowa
Bertha's Introduces
INTRODUCING - Meya !!!
Specializing in Finger Waving, $25
up, Press and curl, $30, Shampoo
Blow-dry.

Call For Your App_ointment
(714) 682-1338

~--·
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New Senior Vice President Named To Anheuser-Busch
continue to develop and execute
segmented marketing programs
ST. LOUIS,
for A-BI.
"Henry Brown has made a
enry H. Brown, vice
president
of Marketing tremendous contribution to our
Development and Affairs for company's marketing effort,"
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., has been said Stokes. "For years he has
.i:iarned senior vice president for played a pivotal role in broadenthat department, it was ing the reach of our products to
1announced today by Patrick T. the adult African-American con-Stokes, president of Anheuser- sumer. His innovative strategies
are effective and productive for
Busch, Inc.
In his role Mr. Brown will the company, as well as benefi-

·-H

cial to the communities it
seives."
An employee for more than
30 years at A-BI, Mr. Brown
rose through the ranks, marketing Anheuser-Busch products at
the wholesaler level, in Field
Sales and the Wholesaler
Operations Divisions before
being named vice president of
marketing development and
affairs in 1981.
In that position, he has been

responsible for spearheading
some of the most memorable
marketing
programs
at
Anheuser-Busch. One such program is the Budweiser Greai
Kings and Queens of Africa
Portrait Series, a cultural heritage program highlighting the
contributions of great African
leaders. Since its beginning in
1975, the 28-painting series has
been viewed by more than 50
million people through printed

advertisements in the country's
leading publications and person-

-Sob Hammond Selected Director_Of Home Again Redlands

'I I

am committed to the
idea of ending homeI ~ssness in the Redlands area by
tbe end of the century," declares
, Bob Hammond, newly appoint; ed Executive Director of the
j Home Again Project, a multi: agency effort dedicated to
; helping homeless families
: reestablish their lives.
b,i• According to Hammond,
:!•t'rHomelessness is a multi. :r :faceted problem, requiring
'
·#multi-faceted
solutions. - We've
,.got to join together and get crel).ative if we really want to see an
'"~nd to this problem. The only
rrlimitations are the ones we
f>acknowledge."
1
't,, Hammond is the author of
1 several popular books on conl sumer credit including, "Credit
Secrets: How to Erase Bad
, Credit" (Paladin Press, 1989)
Land "How to Beat the Credit
B·ureaus: The Insider's Guide to
!Consumer Credit" (Paladin
Press, 1990). He is a staff writer
/or a local cable television proawam called, "Taking Care of
:Business" and also writes a

I·
i

!

l

I

Association
of non-profit organization, the
monthly column for Main Service
Redlands, House of Neighborly Project relies heavily on volunPerfonnance Magazine.
A long-time advocate for Service, United Way of teers and private contributions.
low-income and homeless peo- Redlands Homeless Task Force, For further information, write:
ple, Hammond fonnerly served City of Redlands, and County of Home Again Project, P.O. Box
as
Community
Liaison San Bernardino Community 297, Redlands, CA 92374 or call
Representative for the Riverside Services Department. As a (714) 792-9626.
County
Department
of
Community Action and as
Homeless Legal Advocate for
every young person who is willInland
Counties · Legal
ing and able to get a college
Services in San Bernardino.
education
or trade school trainep. George E. Brown Jr.
He has also worked as a subing
gets
that
chance. That's one
(San
Bernardino,
stance abuse counselor and
director of a men's half-way Riverside, Ontario) announced way we're going to ensure tha!
that the House Committee on our nation is strong economicalhouse.
After completing his studies Education and Labor approved a ly and intellectually and is free
in Psychology at Regents final version of the Higher from crime and desparation."
"However, right now, moderCollege, Hammond took a Education Amendments. The
course in screenwriting at the bill, H.R. 3553, would provide ate income families are barely
Hollywood
Scriptwriting approximately $20 billion per scraping by, and many are seeInstitute. He has recently com- year, beginning in 1994, to reau- ing the dream of a college edupleted his second feature length thorize and expand grants and cation for their children slip
screenplay, a romantic-fantasy loans made available to students away. These families are caught
titled "OUT OF NOWHERE," under the Higher Education Act in a squeeze where they aren't
and is currently working on of 1965. The legislation espe- considered poor enough to get
an autobiographical documen- cially targets students from student loans or grants and they
tary about drug addiction and moderate income families who aren't rich enough to pay colhomelessness. The Home Again have been severely affected by lege tuition without some assistance."
Project is located at 612 Lawton rising college tuitions.
"I think that a priority on
Brown is a cosponsor of two
Street in Redlands, California.
It is the result of concerted education is key to getting of the bills that were combined
efforts by such groups as Family America back on track," says into the Higher Education
Brown. "Even if you don't have Amendments approved in the
school age kids, you should House education committee .
have an interest in seeing that One of Brown's cosponsored

al exhibits at national conferences and conventions around

Education Loans And Grants Legislation Moves Ahead

R

BROW

!MOSES FERRELL GENERAL

{20NTRACTOR LIC

Henry H. Brown

the country.
Mr. Brown's department also
initiated
the
Budweiser
Community Health Mobile program, a mobile health-testing
unit that travels the country
year-around providing free
screening for symptoms of diabetes, high blood pressure and
sickle cell anemia. Since 1981,
the Community Health Mobile
has administered testing to more
than 100,000 people.
Mr. Brown assumed a key
role in the initial efforts to produce the "Lou Rawls Parade of
Stars" Telethon, which benefits
the United Negro College Fund.
Mr. Brown is a past chainnap.
of the National Business Policy
Review Council as well as sev;eral other organizations.

bills, "The Middle Income
Student Assitance Act," which
was approved by the committee,
would expand the eligibility for
student grants to include families with incomes up to $50,000.
Under current law, 95 percent of
grants go to families with
incomes under $30,000.
Another Brown-cosponsored
provision approved by the committee would eliminate banks as
"middlemen" in brokering government loans to students and
would have the federal government make loans directly to students. Currently, the federal
government pays a fee to banks
to make loans to students, while
the government guarantees the
loan and pays the bank if the
loan is defaulted . The U.S.
Department of Education estimates that the government could
provide $6.6 billion more in student loans if the government

BOOKS

Marcille's Hair Design
S922 Magnolia, Riverside

Afrocentric Books and Literature

#513831.

WeOffer:
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & curl, curls,
retouches, cellophanes, weaves & braids

1583 West Baseline
San B~mardino, California

:

, Deal Direct With
Builder not a
sales-man.

lent the money directly to students instead of paying banks to
do so.
"As with ary business," says
Brown, "when you have a 'middleman,' there's a cost to bear. I
think we should maximize the
use of our tax dollars for -educational support by eliminating the
'middleman' in student loans. I
also support provisions that
would strengthen college loan
repayment requirements."
Additional amendments to
H.R. 3553 approved provide
increased assistance to non-tradi~
tional students, such as those
who are older or anending school
part time and increased the maximum Pell grant award from
$2,400 to $4,500. H.R. 3553
also expands early outreach pro'grams such as the TRIO pro'grams which are specifically
designed to help individuals from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

Call for an A

intmenl: 684-2710

-tf~.s:td~
(f~ ef"4u_#«,-ut'../~ •
2313 E. Philadelphia
Suite P
t Ontario, CA 91761
j (714) 923-3418
FAX 947-7932 ·

Complete
:service from
•
Planning to
Final Clean

MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388

up.

7141242-3"14

• Proms

2323 W. Martin Luther King Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA.

(213)294-8430

• Corporate Accounts

!
23741 G SUNNYMF.AD BLVD. /

MAR.LA'S
MEMORY LANE

• Body Guard & RN Available

Presents

• Visa/ Mastercard

ef~
../6MHU~~

American Express

Quality Work at Competitive ---=-___,-=--,--,--,--....,....,..=-------, IBar-lB-Oue With Soul!
ices also General Home Repairs.
6ram's Mission 13ar-13-0ue
Call 714-780-2692.
13uy 'l Chicken
6ram's Mission ·

Sunday:

Marla's Jazz Champagne Brunch

Monday:

Tina Mayfield's Blues.Review
Blues Guest Stars

345'1145 7th St.,

Dinners

Riverside

3rd ()inner Free
•6umbo
•6izzards
•ChitterlinfZs
•Feach Sc Apple
Cobbler

Tuesday:

Singers Showcase

Thursday:

New Beginnings in Jazz

featuring grammar school to
ccliege age students
Friday&

Saturday:

Featured Guest

•Southern Veeetable Assortment

Tillie's Memorial Chapel
'

lSp WEST BASE LJNE

Pre-Need from other Morticians

(7 ... 4) 782-82 ... g

We have our own insurqnce policy as well as Pre-Need.

Family
Dental
Center

***

Office Hours:
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Saturday by appt.

General & Family Dentistry
(Children To Senior Citizens Welcome)
Insurance - Medi - Cal

Call For Your Appointment

(714) 875-1299
0106 N. Eucalyptus Avenue, Rialto, CA 92376

25% Off

z , ~ 111"1

(714) 889-0081

Tri - Star

Trusl Your Hair To The
One's Who Cue
Hair Care Coiffures
Relaxers, Wave Nouveaus, Curls, Texturizen,
Press &: Curl Wraps, Weaving, Braids, Manicuring and
Pedicuring Services

•Open 7 days a week
• .-..-.am-·H pm
•Call tor catering parties

Accepts al{types of Burial Insurance even

,.,,,,()~~

~E~.e~e~
~~()~(34"

3953 Beatty Dr.
Riverside, CA
92506
Hair Slylisls Needed

(714)782-8711
Tues. - SaL 9 - 6 p.m.

1

~- ~ S"""'- ~ tic, 4d.e:
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~
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Boutique

.• ';l/uld £,ke,c(.H

• 'l~()'B~

·eca,7~jo,,,4#~4t:
.

Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names

FF7-6457
.
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Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices

-

Main & Carter Business Ce-nfer1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena*Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 All-5:30 PK

..,

1

•
•

Relig_ion
CHURCH DIRECTORY• .NEWS• EVENTS
The Black Voice News
Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist
5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA
(714) 684-6480
Sunday Services
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00 B.T.U.
6:00 Evening Worship

Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
(714) 780-2240
Sunday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening

New Joy Bapdst Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see ad for services)

Park Avenue Baptist Church
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday school
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services
9: 15 Sunday School
10: 15 Devotional Services
10:15 Morning Worship
6:00 Service for Praise
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
7:45 Wednesday Bible Study
SL John Baptist
2433 10th Street

Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service
Church O/Godln Christ

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 915(1]
(714) 784-08(,()
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20
Morning Service - 11:15
Evening Service - 6:30
Bible Study Wednesday Nights" at
7:30 & activities for the children.
Seventh /)ay Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Anthony Pascall, Pastoc
Saturday Service
9: 15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11 :00 - Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor
Saturday Services
9: 15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service
ApostolicIP entecostal

Riverside Faith Temple
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship
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Non Denominational

Non Denominational

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-91(,()
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

LVe Changing Miiristrks

San Bernardino
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
8405 Maple
San ,Bernardino, CA 92410

li

'.

lighthouse Full Gospel Church
3153 N.Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
Rev. Joel Steward
';.. (see ad for services)

Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship Hour
Macedonia Baptist Church
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Worship Service
7:30p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School - 10 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/

Prayer Meeting - 7 p.m.

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Church
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Sunday Service
Morning Worship 11:00

.

Loveland
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-(1]77
Church Singleton, Senior Pastor
(see ad for services)

350-9646

Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
B.T.U. 5:00p.m.
Prayer and Bible Study Wed.
7:00p.m.

Apostolic I Pentecostal

Baptist

Ephesian New Testament
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana.CA
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
(714) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
(see ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana. Ca
(714) 822-4349

Bethel AME
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

Freedom Of Religion
Your Constitutional Right

New Hope Baptist - Perris ,

..

...
~

.I

Come And See M.B. Church

(Temporary Location)
Hunt Park-Renck Center
4015 Jackson SL
Riverside, CA
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 8282

Moreno Valley, CA. 92388
(714)780-5924 or 780-4539.
9:30 a.m.-School of Wisdom
11 :00 a.m.- Morning Worship

Wednesday Bible Study7p.m.

Dr. E. Jones •
· Pastor from Compton, CA

16888 Baseline Ave11ue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777

Temple
Mission ary
Baptist

SUNDAY o RSHIL' LOCATION:
ETIWAN !A HIGH SCHOOL
13500 v· ori A venue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
SERVICE TIMES:
Praise Celebration
9 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
11 a.m.
Baptism Service
7:30 p.m.
held at Fontana location
The Great Family Assembly 6 p.m.

Church
Raymond Turner, Pastor
Chuck Singleton
Senior Pastor

1583 West Union Street

P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Subscribe To the Voice Today
AMOS TEMPLE CME

271911th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
Morning Worship. .... . ....• 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. ...... .. .. . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........• 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
1
Wednesday. . . . . ... . .... . .. 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

9:45AM
8:00AM

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Teen Summit Tuesday
Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study

& 11 :OOAM
7:00PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

$Yl ~QY BAPTI~ ClllJ

~

(714)787-0678 --

llcft

Services Hdd At:
Avenue S.D.A Church
;, 4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
WORSHIP SERVICFS
, SUNDAY:
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship-10:15 a.m.
Evening Wonhip - 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY:
Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study - 7:00 p.m.
1Kansas

"EveryoM Is Wdcome"
-

-

-

··

Life Changing
Ministries

Bethel A.M.E. ChUrch
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335

"Bible Teaching Church"

(714)350-9401

tr

I Sunctsy Services
5395 N. F ' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714)882-3277

11:00am.

()f

'

~

.-

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714)887-1718
Sunday Worship Service11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Sunday-Children's Church

Sunday School - 9:45 am.
Morning Services 8 & 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night Prayer - 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Bro. Raymond W.Turner, Pastor

Baptist

19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
Redlands, CA 92374
(714) 780-7110
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
,, :
Sunday Services
(714) 793-1074
~,
9:30 Sunday School
Sunday Worship
11:00 Morning Worship
' 9: 15 A.M. - Church School '
,
11:00 Sunday Worship
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard Pastor

11:00am.

Temple Mlssu,""'1 Baptist Cbrch
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Perris Seventh Day Adventist
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
Pastor Jesse Wilson
~ ~ .. '
(714) 657-2798
r,,' "",..
Saturday Service
•
9:30 Sabbath School
.:
11:00 Morning Worship
1'
4:00 Adventist Youth Program ·

· Second Baptist, Redlands
420 East Stuart Ave.

rSt. Paul A.M.E. Chu

Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
Services
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship Service

Monday-Choir Rehearsal
7:00p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st & 3rd
Wednesday Mission Meeting
6:01 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & _Praise
Service 7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Seventh Day Adventist

I ••

Baptist

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851
Non Denominational

Methodist

Perris I Moreno Valley

.

.R. edlcz,zds

Fontana I Rialto

New Hope Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
(714) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30B.T.U.
7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

Worship At The Church
' .

Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA

5395 N. F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

St. Paul AME Church
1355. W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-1718
(see ad for services)

Thursday, November 7, 19.91

Pastor Reginald Woods

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm:

' Sunday Service 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School 9:00 A.M.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday
Service
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 P.M.
BbleStudy
Wednesday
7:30 P.M.

' . Morris A. !3.lJCh8:n~Q. e~~_2r

Valley Fellowship
Church of Seventh-day
Adventist

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 684-7532
Pastor T Ellsworth Gantt, II

275 East Grove
Rialto, CA 92376, (714) 874-5152

Weekly Events:
Saturday
Sabbath School--9:00 a.m.

Divine worshlp--11 :OOa.m.
Wednesday
Free Hot Meats--5:00 p.m.
Bible Stud -7:00 .m.

James R. Doggette Sr.
Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Devotional Services
Nursery Opened
Bible Study
Prayer Services

9:15A.M.
10:15AM.
10:15 A.M.
Pastor T Ellsworth Gantt, n
7:45 P.M. Wednesday
7:00 P.M. Wednesday

Your Choice
4
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Rev. Paul . Munford Celebrates 2nd Anniversary

RELIGIOUS BRIEFS
SUNNYMEAD WESLEYAN
CHURCH HOLIDAY BAZAAR
Arts and Craft merchants from all over Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties are invited to obtain space at the Sunnymead
Wesleyan Church's Holiday Bazaar to be held Saturday,
JVovember 9 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. ·
Each space is $35 plus an additional $5 for an eight foot table
(limited number available.) Th.is is a fundraising for .the church's
youth. Call Pastor Scott ~ anas at (714)924-5466 for additional
details.
,

.,

NEW JOY BAPTIST CHURCH
TALENT SHOW
Mrs.Ella Quates, chaitpe,rson'Pof
the anniversary will once
""<1:,
i .. , ¥
again present a star studcjed.talent~soow ~Saturday, November 9
from 4:30 p.rn. to 8 p.m'. fav?a1~(-£.\venue;Baptist Church Multipurpose room 1910LJ~,ell!};SY1Vani! /\yenue in Riverside where Rev.
Dr. Larry Campbell i~
o~ ticket information, call
(714)686-482~r 787-067 .
,.,. k":7'"
The A~ersa~~il!_;cluna";~lJ:i9ay,JNovember 10th with
special invj.tt;d,,,gye~t ~t "'both 19:J5itrn. worship and at 4 p.m.
More infQPJ!_a,.u~ :: i ~opo~~,.
an: held at Kansas
1se~i~s
Avenue SDA Ctiurch·4491 Kans
n R1vers1de.
··--~~-...
.
ALLEN CHAPEL TO HOLD REVIVAL
The Pastor, Evangelistic Committee and Membership of Allen
Chapel African, Methodist, Episcopal Church invites everyone to
join in the Fellowship during their Mini-Revival which offers
services on Sunday, November 10 at 11 a.m and 7 p.m., Monday,
November 11 at 7 p.m. and Wednesday, November 13 at 7:30
p.m.
For more information, call (714)686-9406~<~<
,;;

_
_~RAYER'J\~E~..(~ ?4/,/
The Smgles' Ministry ot:'Refreshmg Sprmg Temple are
sponsoring The His Body;(( Chri~t Jestis Prayer Breakfast on
November 16, 7:30 a.m .• ✓at -the' Days Inn 1Riverside, 1510
University Avenue, Riversi,ge -~A.' t!'i~ket ~ $15.QP in advance,
~~;~:a~::td~,
, o~.. . ,; t r
~ - .,:,;,,( ._,,..._,..
~

~~ (7~t ~~~~~60.
,.,.

4

•

A

n entourage of friends
and well wishers will
'oin New Joy Baptist Church
family Sunday, November 10
at 10:15 a.m. and 4 p .m. at
Kansas Avenue SDA Church,
4491 Kansas Ave. in
Riverside.
They will
celebrate two wonderful and
successful years of Pastoral
leadership of Rev. Paul S.
Munford, a worthy man of
God and a pastor with a
vision.
At the 10: 15 a.m. worship
the renown Rev. Joseph
Foxworth, pastor of Pilgrim
Progressive Baptist Church
San Diego will be preaching,
and a musical ensemble from
his church will render the
music. Not only is Re v.
Foxworth
a
dynamic
preacher, but he is also a very
gifted and widely acclaimed
singer as well as an expert on
the piano. To miss t his
talented preacher will be to
miss a blessing.
At 4 p.m. Dr. LeMar Foster
and congregation of S an
Bernardino's New H ope
Baptist Church will be
special guests. Dr. Foster is
Moderator of Tri-Coun ty
District Association and will
deliver
the
afternoon
message.
The mu sic
department of New Hope is

known to spiritually up-set
the keepers of the pew, so
please adjust your schedule to

Paul S. Munford
be in attendance for this
explosive time of praising the
Lord, and paying due respect
and tributes to a worthy
pastor, and dedicated servant

members, w here Munford
served as pastor for 10 years
before coming to Riverside,
will attend.
The presence of some o
Munford's former members
all the way from Harrisburg
certainly will speak to the
efficient, effe c ti ve and
· impactful leadership of Pastor
Munford. This is not the first
time members from Greater
Zion have traveled from so
far to register their love and
respect for their friend and
fonner Pastor.
Ella Quates, Anniversary
Chairperson as well as the
New Joy Ch ur ch fam i ly
Dr. Foster
extend a warm welcome to
Munford 's proud parents, the public.
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew
For more information, call
Munford from Philadelphia, (714)686-4824.
Pa. Greater Zion Baptist
Church of
Harrisburg
God
Joini ng New Joy from
across the miles will be Rev.

2ND BAPTIST CELEBRATES 99 ANNIVERSARY

-----L----.....,~?:::::::::::::-;
=-

"Second Baptist Church of Redlands is celebrating it's 99th Year
church anniversary.
Second Baptist, located at 420 East Stuart Avenue in downtown .
Redlands, is the oldest African-American Church in the state of
California.
The 99th Anniversary program will be h eld at church,
November 17th. at 3:30 pm.
+--+-'
Pastor Anthony Green and the congregation would like to wel- ~__...,_,"
come everyone in the Inland Empire to join them in praise and
thanksgiving for this milestone in the church's history.
For funher information, please call (714) 793-1074."

Indulge Yourself
With No
Restrictions

1a

THIS YEAR SEND A CARD . ..
AND GIVE A GIFT TO LAST A LIFETIME
• These holiday cards created by L'lmage Graphics are more than beautiful ways to
send season's greetings. They are a way to help deserving African-American students
pursue their dreams of a college ~ucallon. • The Miller Brewing Company will donate
proceeds from the sale of these cards 10 the Thurgood .llarshall Scholarship Fund,
providing scholarships to high-achieving students allending the 36 historically Black
public colleges and uni\·ersilies. • So, share the holida)· spirit! Support the Thurgood
Marshall Scholarship Fund. Call 1-800-832- GIH.

$69

nxa

+tax

t

'

per roe
per night

I

Summer
Super Saver

'II

Rate

Dr. Reginald Woods

HOW DO I DEAL WITH
PREJUDICES?

QUESTION:Dear Pastor
Woods, I have some prejudit:es
that I know aren't right! I
shouldn't feel and think like I
do about certain types o
people, but I do. How can I
overcome these attitudes?
• 380 spacious guest rooms and suites
C.P., Ontario, CA
• Fully equipped health club, heated
ANSWER :All of us have
swimming pool, whirlpool , and sauna
certain values and attitudes that
• Our own Executive Par 3 Golf Course
have culminated throughout the
vears. Attitudes and values are
• Shopping next door at Manhattan
Village M all
difficult to change unless
• Fine dining and outdoor casual dining in
something, major stirs us for·
our restaurants
change. Certainly Jesus Christ
• The beach - a quick shuttle ride away
impacts our life and changes
our attitudes (2nd Corinthians
*No restrictions! Rate good Thurs.~Sun. only.
5:17). All of us have a certain
Plus tax.
attitude
about
almost
1400 Parkview Avenue
everything.
However,
problems
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266
arise when we allow our .
(213) 546-75 11 • 1800) 333-3333
attitude to dictate our actions
especially in a negative,
Religious Briefs
harmful or unfair manner.
Black Voice News
Knowing Jesus who is our
peace helps us stay in peace and
P.O. Box 1581 • Ri, erside • CA • 92502
,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:~~~~~~~~~~~~~= love with everyone.
The Bible says in Romans
SUNDAY SERVICES
.. New Life Missionar y
12:2, be not conformed to this
Sunday School 9:30 am. Sunday world
out
transformed
Baptist Church
(changed) by the renewing o
Worship Service 11 :00 am
Sunday - Children's Church your mind. Our mind needs to
be renewed to Godly thinking.
11:00am.
This comes as a result of much
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
prayer and study of God's
San Bernardino, CA
Radio Broadcast
word.
Seek God's outlook in
REV. ELUAH S. SINGLETARY,
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
life,
and
let your attitude match
PASTOR
Saturday 1:00- 2:00 p.m
the attitude of God.
If you have a question that
you would like answered: write:
Pastor K. So omon Williams
Pastor Reginald Woods, Life
Sunday Services
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box
ethodist
8:00 Morning Worship
9778,
San Bernardino, CA
Allen Chapel AME
9:30 Sunday School
92427-9778.
Locust St.
11:00 Morning Worship
(10th and Locust)
5:30B.T.U.
Riverside, CA 92501
7:00 Evening Service
(See ad for services)
Nursery Services Provided
( 14)423-3035
mos Temple CME
Canaan Baptist Church
E.
Orlando Dillon, Sr. Pastor
2719 11th Street
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Sunday
Morning Worship
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92504
10:00a.m.
(See ad for services)
(714)353-1010
Baptist
The Powerhouse COGIC
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2843 11th St.
Sunday
Bible
Study
9:15
a.m.
ntioch Missionary Baptist
Riverside, CA 92507
Sunday Worship11:00 a.m.
7547 Emerald Street
(714)684-6923
Sunday
Training
6:00p.m.
Riverside, CA 92504
Rev. McDowell
Tuesday Church Workers Meeting
Frederick Amerson, Pastor
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
7:00p.m.
Sunday Services
Morning Service - 11 :30 a.m.
Prayer
&
Bible
Study
Meetings
(714) 688-7872
Evening
Service - 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
]:OOp.m.
9:00 Sunday School
Bible Study every Tuesday night at
11 :00 Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Church Glorious Christian
Bright Star Missionary Baptist
General service Friday night at
Fellowship
7:30p.m.
5306ODEL
11750 Mt Vernon Ave.
Rubidqux, CA
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
Swim. dine, shop, and relax at the Radisson
Plaza Hotel and Golf Course in Manhattan
Beach, one of Southern California's liveliest and
most fun-filled communities. Located on 27
landscaped acres, this beautiful hotel is reason
alone to escape and unwind, featuring:

Q

WLX17

-

TTX5

WLX 16

TTX7

WLX14

MYXS

TTX6

-

Note Offer valid through 12131/91 or
wll-e suPPNes last. In Pennsylvania,
oner expires Apnl 31. 1992. Miller is

not rtSDOnsu,te for IOst or misd1recteel
mail. Ycid in states where prohibited
by law. l 1m1ted supplies available.
Please allow 4•6 weeks for dehvery
Orders received before November 23.
1991 wil· be guaranteed a defivery date.

Frie ship Missionary Baptist
Church

Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.2:
Monday Mission - 7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study - 7:00 p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m.
Good News Missionary Baptist

Bobby Bonds University Ave.
P.O. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor

(714) 787-8667
Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
"Heart of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Pastors: Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
(714)887-3013
Sunday Service
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Celebration Service

p.m. Evangelic Service
Tuesday all day fasting and prayer
7:00 p.m. Bible Study
Friday
7:30 p.m. Prayer meeting
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-2500
Sunday
11:00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

Worship at the Church of
Your Choice
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We'd like our customers to know whats happening at the Gas Company
right now. And what our plans are for the future. We welcome your questions.
Because the most important person we answer to is you.

I

I
I
I

/

..
~

/
I

What services does the
Gas Company offer at no charge?

r

l:
i

1

j
I

I

•I
I

I
,I

,I
'I

'I
'I

...''

-

Just about all of them are provided at no
charge: safety checks ofappliances,
9 balancing your payments, low-income
assistance, and so many more. The one routine
service charge is a $5 charge for tum-on service.
That's it. And please remember, we will never
charge for service involving safety.
\,_

I

,I.

··'I'I ·
I

,·'
I,
I

'·

.1

I
I

I
I

If you come to light my pilot,

will I be charged for a service call?

-

No. If you can't light it, we'll be happy to
do it for you. We urge you to call in
9 advance of the cold-weather season,
though, and beat the rush.
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Do you still make house calls?

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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l4e sure do. And, thanks to our hard-
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Yes. Natural gas is a great value made
even better when it's used efficiently. So
9 we encourage our customers to take
advantage of the many programs we offer that keep
your bills as low as possible. These include: energy
audits, rebates for weatherizing your home and
installing high-effidency furnaces, plus the special
incentives we have in place for our commercial/
F_ustrial customers. All of us want to conserve
-energy. 14ere here to help.

working employees, were making them
9 more convenient than ever. If you give
us advance notice, we can provide a four-hour time
frame, so you don't have to wait all day: 8 to 12 in
the: morning or 1 to 5 in the afternoon. What's more,
starhng December 1, we plan to make house calls
from 5 to 8 in the evening. All this added convenience
will be on the house. At the same time, we'll also
add personalized appointment service. For a $25
charge, we can set a specific time between 7:30 am
and7pm.

Absolutely. We have 184 payment
locations where you can conveniently
9 pay your bill, including 36 branch
offices, 5 drop boxes and 143 authorized payment
agendes, such as supermarkets, drug stores, dry
cleaners. And starting in December, were adding
20 more locations. You'll find a complete listing in
the paper on Thursday, October 17. ·
We'd like to answer any other questions
you may have. Please write Virginia Allen,
Consumer Affairs Manager, The Gas Company,
P.O. Box 3249, Los Angeles 90051-1249.

.
I

The
Gas
Company·
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Glad to be ofservice.
© 1991 Southern Calllomla Gas Company
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NCHEON
The Riverside
Acfl~ E ·l,cognize veterans'
within their se
heo . . · 'II.lay_, November 11
beginning at 11:3
.
11
unc:ed). NAACP as a
. part of its natio9'~ and
... ,ioe to recognize the
"Wltold" contribu\fons O
,,, ,., ,' at all
in the community;
according to Riv<;,rside ot •no Valley NA~:@ Armed Services and
Vi terans' Affairs Chai
derson Copeland.
Veterans will be recognized in the following areas:
1Veterans . who exemplify the goals and obectives of NAACP,
Education, Business, Relgion, Community Service, Mother and
Father.
For more informatioq call (7l4)686-2227.
I ~

,"·"'
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NATIONAL DINNER DAY
The Inland Empire United
Women at Work will hold their
"Sixth Annual National' Dinner
Day" in behalf of Southwestern
Christian College •of Terrell,
Texas Saturday,, November 16.
The dinner will be held at the
Ontario Airport -Marriott Hotel
(formerly the Clarion Hotel) at
2200 East Holt Boulevard in
Ontario, at 2 p.m.
Brothers Curtis McCullom
and James Taylor will be
featured speakers. A special
tribute will be made to Brother
R .N . Hogan oft~ ElgjeJ'O/l
Church of Christ and o'-founder
of the school. Tickets can be
purchased for $35 for adults and
$25 for children aged 12 and
under.
For more information, call
(714)887-5213.
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Jim Busby~ Honoree
has received numerous ,a wards
n ·November 16, 1991., at such as the United Nation
6 :30 p .m., the S an Humanitarian Award, The
Bernardino Branch of the AEROSPACE Space Division
NAACP will be hosting thei r Award and international awards
Annual P ioneer Awards from Guatemala, Thailand and
Banquet celebrating 72-years of many other countries for his
progress. The banquet will be orphanage work.
held at San Bernardino Valley
Several publications have
College in the G rand Blue been undertaken by Rev:
Room.
Burton, among them The Burton
The pioneers receiving Paper I , II, III and IV, The
awards at his banquet are pro- Marketing Plan and The Black
fessionals in every way. They Heritage Addition To The Bible.
have stood the trials of tim e, He is presently working on his
passed over, denied, rejected new book regarding The Afroand digested rationale on why American Male.
they were finally given a chance
Tickets are on sale at the .
to demonstrate their abilities to NAACP offi ce. $30.00 advance
perform, said president, Willie donations or $35.00 at the door.
Oark.
A table seats 10 guests - all
The Guest Speaker will be reserve seats paid in advance.
the renowned Rev. Wiley For add i tional information,
Burton. The Reverend Burton please do not hesitate to contact

BEAUTILLION LOOKING
FOR YOUNG MEN 16-18
Young men interested in
being a part of the 25th Annual
Beautillion should attend on the
preliminary
information
meetings held at the Public
Enterprise_Building on West
Highland Avenue from 3 to 5
p.m. or call (714)875-9433.

fl

t'/Y,/\%'Pt

.

Dr. Oliver · Thompson,
·Deputy Chief, Riverside
said Oark.
me at (714) 887-9937.
The Pioneer Awards chairperYour attendance wili make
this· affair successful. Looking son request that all NAACP
forward to seeing you this year, member dress in ~ormal Attire.

Ex-Scholarship Recipient Returns

C

ecil L. Treadway, a
former
scholarship
recipient from the Anthropol
Women's Oub, will be the guest
speaker at a fund - raising
dinner on Sat., Nov 9, at 6:30
p.m.
He received his BA in
Sociology from the University
of California, Riverside.He is
currently branch vice president
of the Great Western Bank in
Banning.
Clara Thomas, Banning
Planning Commissioner will be
mistress of ceremonies.

I

•

Phili-- Morris
Doesrlt ant Kids
o Smo .e

One of the most trying as·pects of being a
parent is encouraging your child to make the
right choices - not just to follow along. In
today's complex society, growing up involves
more pressures and choices than ever before.
Studies show that young people do things
because their friends do. Smo ing is one
of those things.
We don't want children and teenagers
to smoke.
That's why the tobacco industry is offering
a booklet aimed at helping parents meet the
challenge of providing their children with the
tools to resist peer influence. The booklet,
"Tobacco: Helping Youth Say No," is
designed to keep parents and children

communi~ating about important issues like
smoking.
To continue its longstanding commitment
that smoking is not for young people, the
tobacco industry also has strengthened its
marketing code and is supporting state
legislatio~ to make it tougher for young
people to buy cigarettes. We are also
working with retailers for strict compliance
with state laws prohibiting sales of cigarettes
to minors.
For your free copy
of "Tobacco: Helping
Youth Say No," return
PIDLIP MORRIS
the coupon today.
U.S.A.

r.::----~~~~;~;~;~--~~~::;7
I HelQiIJg
I
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COPY OF "TOBACCO:
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HELPING YOUTH SAY NO."
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Washington, DC
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Please Print
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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DINING WITH JAZZ
Riverside's Habitat for
Humanity
invites
the
community to join them for
Dining With Jazz Sunday, '
November 17 from 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. at March Air Force Base
NCO Club featuring the band
Skipper and Crew. ·
Tickets can be purchased for
$25 per person. All proceeds
benefit Habitat for Humanity
Riverside. A no host bar will be
open at 5 p.m. Dinner will be,
served at 6 and the p~ogr3m will
begin at 7 p.m. ·
Those interested in attending .
must RSVP by Friday, •
November 8 by calling
(714)787-6754.
5TH DIMENSIONS
TO PERFORM IN
FONTANA TOMORROW
The Fontana Performing Arts
Center invited everyone to be a
part of the 5th Dimension
Reunion Tour and hear such hits
as, "Up, Up, And Away,"
"Aquarius/Let The Sunshine
In," "One Less Bell To Anser,"
and more Friday, November 8
at the Fontana Performing Arts
Center iri Fontana.
The group features Marilyn
McCoo, Lamonte McLemore,
Billy Davis Jr., Ron Townson
and Rorence LaRue.
Order your ticket today for
$18 or $22 by call~ng the center
at (714)350-6734. ·

'

·NAACP Celebrates 72 "Y.ears Q,f Progress

Q
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Thursday, November 7, 1991

Wlt~y Burton, Speaker
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GREAT SAVINGS
To START YOUR
HOLIDAYS
ENCE: Vision

and

Agenda for
African-American Children,
the ,Conference ~s held in tpe
ClarionJiotel :which is located
across the streei''from
the base. ; ,,! .
,,
•
ball stadium where the St,
Louis Cardinals play baseball
and many more civic activities
are conducted in the facility. ·
My first reaction to this conferenc~was, how wonderful to
have such large number of
black women and men assembled at one time with one goal
in mind, that is to listen and
share ideas. Seeking methods
that can be utilized to have
more of our Black youth
become active in making positive contributions to America.
We were also concerned about
the problems our Black children face at home, in our
schools, on the streets in our
communities and when they
seek jobs in our industries.
The challenges outlined or listed above face all races, however the Black youth seem to be a target.
It is difficult for some members of
society to understand why it has to
continue and what the entire society is
willing to do it.
This past week I was with those who
want America to be as free as any other
democratic society and we are sniving
to do our part and more so that we all
will have a better world to live in.
They realize that we all must work
together as a team for the benefit of all
mankind, if we are to have a free society, by working io guarantee that a
Black, White, Red, Yellow and Brown
children all have the some educational
opportunity. We are ensuring that we
will be living in a country where all
people will be free contributing part-

$10FF

SALE: "Hudroppln" TNnage Mutant
Ninja Turllff. Now 4.99, reg. 5.99 or
"Talking" Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
Now 5.99, reg. 6.99.

Simply pull the Tolkin'
Turtle strip through
the bockpock ond
' 'Kowabunga", it's
Turtle Tolk!

Plus • GrNt Turtle Values
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles sewer force
sword. 9.99
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles' phone or

8.50To15.0cf.

SALE: Great selection of American
Greetings boxed Christmas cards.
Choose from a total of 34 assorted designs. While stocks last.
·

copter backpack. 5.99
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles action
figures. 3.99

.
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14•99

16.99Each

17.99Each

Great price
140 moving Chriatmas lights
with 8 functions. Choose from
multi-colored or clear bulbs.
While stocks last.

Walt Dlanev'• Fantaaia
video. Enjoy the wonderful animation that makes this Disney
classic so famous. While stocks
last.

Polaroid Instant film,
pack of 2. Your choice of
Spectra System or 600 Plus.

.

\

ners.

I believe one of the goats of tlili con.:.
ference was to bring together and
lize the experience of all caring people
and set up a "network" of minds that
will work together so that all of our
children regardless of race will have a
better educational opportunity.
Supt. Robert Lee, Principal Mary
Bruce of Mt. View school and l attended this conference. From October 23
until the 25th. We listened to and
spoke with some of the.most wonderful
people I've seen or associated ;ith in ·a
long while. The citizens in the city of
St. Louis were very friendly and I
enjoyed being recognized as Rev.
Ledbetter, course/ I told them who
really was and that I accepted their
mistake as a compliment , '
Speakers were featured from all
parts of_the world. , Dr Sil.darkass,
President of Lincoln University spoke
about an ~genda for African American
Children. She spoke of self pride and
Our children's responsibility to them~
selves and society. Speakers also
reminded us that the black family 1s
not being treated fairly by histodans.
While in St. Louis t;isited'the ''ARCH\
it was .· very interesiin'g, however
in the niuseum portion, of
building
there was
no
mention
ofthe"Black
; . :"'.· x.,·,
:
' '.~: .
. : ', _;.;
. ';~who sailed down the Miss; river with
larkf,;Whert ·nrsRe<f"iBStiti,it ' ili'e'y
showed' me the drawin'g'ot ifslave ·ship
tJlat the sla"es'qune ov& iri,;it&0" .si;'i;\'il)\f
a' worider(ul:,gatpefing o( all
titizens W~<r\vere' iijte.restecf .seek,{~g
olutions to the probleifts "that

uti-

of

2.89Each

SALE: Fin.... hair care.
Shampoo or conditioner in assorted
formulas and 18-oz. bonus size.
While stocks last.

l

the

Finesse mousse, hairspray or
spritz in assorted formulas. 2.19

1.59~

Hi-C fruit drinks. 64-oz. Knock
out your thirst with Hula punch, Ecto cool er, Boppin', Berry, fruit punch, grape,
Stompin Banana Berry or orange.
While stocks last.

14. 99 Less
Sale price
mfr's

in

-

2.49Each

!hen'

SALE: Aqua Fresh toothpaste.
Twin packs of 4-3/ 10 oz. and
4-6/10 oz. Fight cavities with •
regular, tartar control or extra fresh.

'>c':

Itwas

2.99Each

St. Ives Swiss formula hair
or skin care. In assorted
formulas and sizes. Jars, 14-oz.
Bottles, 20-oz. and 15-oz.

3 • 00 mail-in rebate

11.99

Your final cost
SALE: Monlstat 7 feminine
care. 45gm c ream or 7
suppositories.

k'eep

~erica from ac'iiieving'much'in histo(Y. These people did,not ,dee.tared

'urelr:

themselves . .cone erne'•;,v/d~Y~boiit
:;">-C;-:::,:•il-:••:i,:;; ;_: :.:f: ,. : ,'~:-?;.:..:::'.•
hildren without,gi~ing c9me,c9ris1:Clf~1
tive time
talent toihelp'dct s.~fue:it
thing about it,
•. ·•.
<'.:)!!:
BETA PI SIGMA SORORITY, INC;'.
UPSIL ON CHAPTER ,.MORENO
·1ALLEY: Proudly'l~reS~nts';Jvliss
I •
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'Inland Empire Achieyerff~nt Pageail~
1st Annual . sc'holar:ship'

Awardf

January 11, 1992. AllgiJ:l~l7,72lyeats
9ld are invited to participatd'I n]h~'
. pag~t. ;;Candidates
be involved_
in workshops, modelfng, career planning and public speaking. Awar~
be a scholarship and
prizes:?; For
applications or moreinfohnation .call
4
7
(7 t ~) ,21 ~118

};ckS.79

SALE: Coors. 12-oz.
cans. Regular or light.
PLUS CA REOEMPTION VALUE

Fack

1.49

8.49each

SALE: f.:oc• -Cola. 12-oz. cans.
Reaular or diet. Assorted varieties.

Centrum dally vitamin
supplement to keep you healthy
and on the go. Bottle of 100 plus 30.

F'LlIB"°CA REIJE""110N VALUE

2.99Each

Blc shavers pack of 25 in
regular or sensitive skin with
free Colgate shaving cream
sample. While stocks last.

will

PtJ:lir

will
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Prices good today thru Tuesday, November 12

Some rtems at regJlar prices. Not all departments, items
or prices advertised are available at Thrifty Jr. stores.

EIf ·

j ,
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~
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•

·

Your
~ For
Shoppil)Q
~ Convenience

See the white pages of your phone book for a Thrifty or Thrifty Jr near you.
0.,- Advertiaing Policy: ff an item is rot described as reduced or a great price, it may be at the r<9Jla- price. A
great price, though not reruoed. is an outstanding value. OJ' intenhon IS ro have every advertised item in stock
Md oo ou- shelves. N ..,.,. loall store shoud run out of '"1Y advertised item during the sale period, or shoud an
item not arrive doe to unforeseen circumstances, the store win issue a Cou1esy Card (raincheck) on request
for the Item to be purchased at the sa6e pnce wherever avalabae. This does not apply to dea'ance Nl(t
dose-out sales or to Sl)8Cial purchases where quantities are necessari y imiled to s tock a"'"1able.

~.
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FICTITI U B
NESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
BENGAL KITCHEN
3375 Iowa Ave Ste D.
Riverside, CA 92507
ZIAULKARIM

ABDUR ROB
16789 Lake Knoll l,)kwy
Riverside, CA 92 03
This business Is ooducted by

a(n)
General Part ershlp.
This registra t commenced to
transact b~lness under
ffcdtlous business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
/s/Zlaul Karim
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorb:e the
use I• this state of a fictitious
busllless name In violation or
the rights or another under
federal, or commoo law (sec.
144CIOet. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
9/30/91.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement oo file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917270
lp/10/17124/311,11/7/91
f1CTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls
(are) doing business as:
~CJ ENTERPRISES
15655 Stooey Creek Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
RUBEN COSME JR.
15655 Stooey Creek Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is cooducted

a(n)
Individuals• Husband
Wife.

fictitious business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
ls/Ruben Cosme Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business n~e In violation or
the rights of another under
federal, f common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
10110/91.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
I

statement on file in my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917569
lpll 0i l 7/241311,11/7191
FICITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
THE AUSTRALIAN OGG
BOOT COMPANY
14185 Bush Ave
Riverside, CA 92508
TRACY REYNOLDS
14185 Bush Ave
Riverside, CA 92508
JOHN PATTERSON
14185 Bush Ave
Riverside, CA 92508
This business Is conducted by
a(n) General Partnership.
This rellstrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above onl0/17/91.
ls/Tracy Reynolds.
The filing of this sbltement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this sblte of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
10/22191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly,
County Clerk
FIie No. 917889
lpll0/24/31/,11/7114191
FICITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
NV-TECH DISTRIB UTJ~G
26111 Ynez Rd Suite B-18
Temecula, CA 92503
WILLIAM CHARLES
BUCKHOFF JR.
4387 Kingsbury Pl
Riverside, CA 92503
MARY ANTOINETTE RENE
BUCKHOFF
4387 Kingsbury Pl
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted by
a(n) Individuals • Husband
and Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed aboveis NIA
ls/Thomas B. Martin
The filing ofthls statement

does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
10123191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement Oil file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 91789'3
lpll0l3ll,11/7114121/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMEN1'
The following person(~-ls
(are) doing business as:
QUALITY APPROACH
12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
MYRA PATTERSON
12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
JOHN PATTERSON
12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
a(n)
Individuals• Husband and
Wife
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
ls/John Patterson
T he filing of this sbltement
does not or itself authorl:re the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
9117/91.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement Oil file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 916923
lpll0ll 7124131,11/7/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
A.K. CREATIONS
11358 Rancho La Brea, Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92505
ALAN MICHAEL
KESELOFF
11358 Rancho La Brea, Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by

a(n)
Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above on
10121/91.
ls/Alan M. Keselofl
The filing of this statement
does not or itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec:.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Sbltement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County Oil
10/25191.
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy oi the originai
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917965
lpll0/31,11/7114/21/28/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
RESOLUTE
4100 Latham Street, Suite G
Riverside, CA 92501

SARAH GAINES
4407 Trail Street
Norco, CA 91760
PATRICIA A. ASK
3243 Arlington Avenue #259
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
General Partnership
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
ls/Sarah Gaines
The filing of this sbltement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Sbltement flle with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
10/31/91.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 918089
l p/U/7/14/21128/91
FICTITIOUS BUSJ~ESS
NAME STATEME1''T
The following persoo{s) Is
(are) doing business as:
DIAMOND HEALTH CARE
SERVICES

---LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
TELESAVE
1234 Muirfleld Rd
Riverside, CA 92506
JERRY BRAACK
1234 Mulrfleld Rd
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is 11/1/91.
ls/Jerry Braack
The flllng of this statement
does not of Itself authori:re the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights ohnother under
federal, or common law (sec:.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk or Riverside County on
11/1/~1.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
sbltement on file In my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County
Clerk
Flle No. 918117
lplll/7/14/21/28/91

hristopher Richan, has lied
a petition with the Clerk of
this court for an order
changing petitioner's name
from Howard Christopher
Richan to Christopher LaMar
Kotter.
IT IS ORDERED that all
persons Interested In lhe above
• entitled matter appear before
this court on 12/10191 at 8:30
a.m. in Deparbnent Law &
Motloo, located at 4050 Main
Street, Riverside, Ca., 92501
and show cause, If any, why
the petition for change of
name should not be granted.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of this order to
show cause by published In
Black Voice a newspaper of
general circulation published
In Riverside County,
California, ooce a week for
four succe!!Slve weeks prior to
the date set for hearing oo the
petition.
Dated: Oct 29, 1991
CHARLES D. FIELD
Judge of the Superior Court
lpltl/7/14/21/28/91
RIVERSIDt COUNTY
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMMISSION
NOTICE OF MEETING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that th'7 public meeting or the
Riverside County Affirmative
Action Commission will be
held Oil Thursday, November
14, 1991, at the hour of 6 p.m.
In Room Ill of the Riverside
County Administrative
Center, 4080 Lemon Street,
Riverside, CA.

SAN BERNARDINO
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1le written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
ap~arance may be ln person
or by your attorney.
9. IF YOU ARE A
CREDITOR or a contingent
creditor of the deceased, you
must flle your claim with the
court and mall a copy to
personal representative
appointed by the court within
four mooths from the date or
first Issuance of letters as
provided ln section 9100 of the
California Probate Code. The
time for filing claims will not
expire before four months
from the hearing date noticed
above.
10. YOU MAY EXAMINE the
file kept by the court. If you
are a person Interested In t eh
estate, you may file with the
court a formal sec:tloo 1250 of
the California Probate code.
A Request for Special notice
form Is available from the
court clerk.
11. Attorney for petitioner:

SWARNER&
FIZTZGERALD
3403 Tenth Street, 7th Floor
P.O. Box827
Riverside, CA 92502
/P/10/24/311, 11/7/91
SWARNER & FITZGERALD
NOTICE OF SALE OF REAL
PROPERTY AT PRIVATE
SALE
No. 60920

Superior Court of the Esblte
or California for the County of
Riverside.
In the Matter of the Esblte of
PAUL R. FREDERICKS, also
known as PAUL
SUBMITI'ED BY: Barbara L.
FREDERICKS, Deceased.
Gilkerson
Notice Is hereby given that
Human Relations Division
SCOTTY D. HILL, Public
Manager
Administrator of Riverside
County, as administrator of
Any person may submit
the estate of said deceased, will
written comments to the
sell at private sale, on or after
Affirmative Action
the 15th day of November,
Commlssloo before the
1991, at the office of
meeting or may appear and be
SWARNER & FITZGERALD,
heard at the time of the
3403 Tenth Street, 7th noor,
meeting. Written comments
Riverside, California, to the
should be forwarded to the
. highest and best bidder, and
Affirmative Action
subject to confirmation by
Commission, County of
said Superior Court, all the
Riverside personnel
rll!ht, title and Interest of said
deceased at the time of death
Department, 4080 Lemon St.,
and all the right, title and
Riverside, CA 92501-3664.
Interest that the estate or said
deceased has acquired by
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
operation of law or otherwise,
ADMINISTER £STATE OF:
other than or In addition to
SALLY A. BLIZZARD
that of said deceased, at the
Case No. 62540
time of death, In and to all that
1. To all heirs, beneficiaries,
REAL PROPERTY
creditors, contingent creditors,
SITUATED IN THE
and persons who may
UNICORPORATED AREA
otherwise be Interested In the
OF THE COUNTY OF
will or estate, or both of:
RIVERSIDE, STATE OF
SALLY A. BLIZZARD
CALIFORNIA AND
2. A PETITION has been filed
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
by: SCOITY D. HILL
LOT 21 OF TRACT NO.
3. THE PETITON requests
8928, AS SHOWN BY
that: SCOTTY D, HILL,
MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 99
Public Administrator of
PAGES 93 AND 94
Riverside County be
OF MAPS, RECORDS OF
appointed as personal
RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
representative to administer
CALIFOR!'iIA.
the esblte of the decedenL
4. THE PETITON requests
the decedent's WILL and
APN 169-343-005
codicils, If any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any
more commonly known as
codicils are available for
8842 • 45th Street, Glen Avon,
examlnatloo In the file kept by
California.
the court.
5. THE PETITION requests
Terms of sale cash In lawful
authority to administer the
money or the Unite{! States on
estate under the Independent
confirmation or sale, or part
Administration or Esbltes Acl.
cash and balance evidenced by
Cfhis authority will allow the
note secured by Mortgage or
personal represenbltlve to take
Trust Deed on the property so
many actloos without
sold.
obbllnlng court approval.
Before taking certain very
Bids or offers to be In writing
Important actions, however,
and will be received at the
the personal representative
aforesaid office at any time
will be required to give notice
after the first publication
to interested persons unless
hereof and before date or sale.
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
Dated October 25, 1991.
action.) The independent
admlnlstratioo authority will
SWARNER & FITZGERALD
be granted unless an
by David B. Bowker
Interested person flies an
3403 Tenth Street, 7th floor
objection to the petition and
P.O. Box827
shows good cause why the
Riverside, California 92502
court should not grant the
(714) 683-4242
authority.
7. A HEARING on the
attorneys for administrator of
petlt1o'11 wlll be held on: 11-13·
the estate of the said deceased.
91 at: 9 :30 a.m. In Dept: 9
lp/10/31/,11/7/14/91
located at: 4050 Main Street,
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
Riverside, CA 92501
County of Riverside, herein
8. IF YOU OBJECT to the
called Owner, Invites sealed
granting of the petition, you
proposals for the Coostructlon
should appear at the hearing
and state your objections or
of:

REQUESTING SUB-BIDS ON ALL
TRADES

LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON

All prices plus tax. license. doc. & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.

LAVONNE SHAW
21003 Pootine Ave.
Carson, CA 90745
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
General Partnership.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above is NIA.
ls/LaVonne Shaw
The filing of this statement
does not oHtstilr authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights or another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk or Riverside County on
1°'29/31.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
sbltement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 918000
lp/11/7114121/28/91

SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALWORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
In re the Change of Name or
Howard Richan
ase No. 214876
RDER TO SHOW CAUSE
ECHANGEOFNAME
277C.C.P.)
~tltlooer, Howard

NGESHOW

>889-3514
Se Habla (714) 824-0270
Espanol
.

LAFLORA WILLIAMS
8690 Victoria Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504

SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUJl,TY OF
RIVERSIDE
In re the Change of Name of
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL
GESKE
Case No. 214639
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
RE CHANGE OF NAME
(1277 C.C.P.)
Petitioner, Christopher
Michael Geske, has filed a
petition with the Clerk of this
court for an order changing
petitioner's name from
Christopher Michael Geske to
Christopher Michael Zinc.
IT IS ORDERED that all
persons Interested In the above
• entitled matter appear before
this court on Ul9191 at 8 :30
a.m. In Department Law &
Motion, located at 4050 Main
Street, Riverside, Ca., 92501
and show cause, If any, why
the petition for change of
name should not be granted.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of this order to
show cause by published In
Black Voice • newspaper of
general circulation published
In Riverside County,
California, ooce a week for
four successive weeks prior to
the date set for hearing on the
petition.
Dated: Oct 21, 1991
CHARLES D. FIELD
Judge of the Superior Court
/p/11/7114/21/28/91

MERCURY SABLE

1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO

564 entral Ave uite #2
Riverside, CA

Thursday, November 7, 1991

From Qualified MBE/WBE subcontractors &
suppliers for the:
DONALD GRAHAM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Lake Elsinore, Riverside Co, CA
BIDS DUE NOVEMBER 19, 1991 at 2:00PM
R.A. BURCH CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
(An Equal Opportunity Employer}
P.O. Box 1590
Ramona, CA 92065
619/788-0800
FAX 619/789-3549
R.A. Burch Construction Co., Inc. Intends to
seriously negotiate with quallfled MBEAYBE ftnns
for project participation.
11nt91

Street Resurfacing
Rancon Business Center
Parcel Map NO. 21184-1
Community Facilities District , •
#89-S
, ;
w.o. # 68-8251
i f
Proposals shall be delivered to ~
the Riverside County
Transportation Department,
••
7th Floor, Riverside County
administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside,
California 92501, not late than ,
1000 a.m., on Wednesday,
November 20, 991, t be
promptly opened in public at
said add~ss. Each pr oposal
shall be in accordance with
plans, specil1cations, and other
contract documents, dated
October 1991. Plans
specifi.catioos and proposals
may be obbllned from the
rancon Financial Corporation,
27720 Jefferson Avenue,
'
Temecula, C alifornia 92590,
telephone 714/676-6664 from
whom they may be obbllned
upon deposit of $15.00 per set.
NO refund.
The Contractor Is required to
have a Class "A" or C -12
license at time contract Is
awarded.
ITEM
NO.

I
i

ESTIMATED
Q UANTITY

1.

6

2.

2,057

UNIT OF
MEASURE ITEM
Tons
Asphaltlc
Emulsioo (Paint
binder)
Tons
Asphalt
Concrete Type ))';
Engineer Estimate $64,000
Bid Bond
10%
Performance Bond
100 %
Payment Bond
100%
Working Days
30
Dated: October 28, 1991
Gerald A. Maloney
Clerk of the Boa r d
By: Francine D'Aprlle,
Deputy
l p/11/7114/91

OPPORTUNITY FOR MINORITY ,
AND WOMEN OWNED BUSINESS •
- •

.

ADF Is assisting a Clvll and Environmental:
engineering Firm In Its "Good Faith Effort" ,
obtain sub-contract assignment services of ,,a:
MBE/WBE laboratory for organic an~:
Inorganic chemical analysis of ground' water:
samples. Laboratory must be fully licensed •
by the Callfornla Department of Hea lth
Services tor drinking water and hazard ous
waste water analysis. Must Incorporate strict
QA/QC practices, and reporting procedures ill
work product.
'
Response Deadline Before
November 21, 1991.
Please contact Mr. Doug Banks at (71 4} 3353067 between the hours 9am - 2pm.
11 m91

to
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PERSONNEL
OFFICER
$44,990 to

Help ·
Wanted

$54,704/annually
(Plus Executive
Benefit Plan)

Misc.

FIiing Fee wills, life
estates, divorce much
more. Please call
(714)243-noo.

DAILY SALARY

of $300 for
buying mer-chandlse.
for Individuals who will
No exp. nee. Cali
coordinate
the delivery
(714)369-n82 Ext3455
of personnel service to
County departments.
Requires 30 semster
AFFORDABLE
units
of
college
WINDOW
coursework In human
CLEANING
Always needed to resources mangement,
clean your wndows. social or lndustlral
but never could find psychology, In dustrial
the time. Call me realtlons, organizational
"Cynthia" at (714) 885- studies, public or
7388. Let me do them business administration
fq_t, you. Presently or a closely realted field
doing domestic work AND two years of
In this area.
professional personnnel
experience In state or
local government or
appropriat e private
secotr, which Included
performance of affirmative action, employee
relations, labor relations,
classlflcation
or
recruitme nt I examination development
activites. A Master's
EASY WORK!
degree In one of the
EXCELLENT areas listed above may
PAY!over 400 comp- be substituted for one
anies need home- year of the required
workers now! ca11 for experience. Apply by
recorded message, November 15, 1991. an
get paid from home! orglnal
County
(714) 275-8324.
application must be
used; resumes will not
be accepted. For moer
Information
and
applications, contact:
FOR THE

657-8321.

LINGERIE

BEAUTIFUL YOU

San Bernardino County
Human Resources
157 w. FlfthStreet
San Bernardino, CA

CALL 359-1323.

Subscribe To
The Black

92415-0440
(714) 387-8304

Voice Today

EOEm/f//h

REQUEST FOR MINORITY / WOMEN
AND OTHER BUSI ESS ENTERPRISE

LOSE WEIGHTNOW.
I lost 40 lbs In 9wks. I
would like to help you
call Marta (714) 887-·

PROPOSALS

2656.

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED

FLATRATEVehicles from $100.
The Human Resources LONG DISTANCE Fords, Mercedes,
Department Is recruting
SERVICE.
Corvettes, Chevys,

Avon Reps
Wanted.
All Areas.
Call Carol

:~

T~ursday, November 7, 1991
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The George Hyman onstructlon
Company/M.A. Mortenson Company, J-V Is
Seeking MBE/WBE/OBE Sut> ontract bids for
work to be proposed for co structlon of:

WEDDINGS DON'T
HAVE HOME
CHURCH?

Why Go To Las
Vegas? Enjoy a
hlghlty church service
for small or large
groups at a
cost. uo to 300
LONG DISTANCF low
guests.
Reception
PHONE SERVICE hall available.
License.
Flat Rate15~ a minute, VICTORY CHAPEL
FREEWAY
call anywhere In the
DRIVING
(714)884-6105
United States,
getting to you. Try
WHY RENT?
Therapeutic Massage. Including Alaska and
Hawaii
and
Puerto
Homes
for $ repos.
Relieve headaches.
Rico
24
Hours
a
day,
7
Govern
men t
We make house calls,
days a week, Call 24
programs! exc. Fo r
or you can come to
lnfor 504 641-8003, x
our clinic In Riverside. hrs at (714)359-1101.
R8342
Call {714)359-3456.

Check our rates. We
are the lowest, under
15¢ a minute
anywhere In the 50
states, 24-Hrs.
<714)359•1101 ·

MORTAGE
LOANS

APPROVED
CREDIT

1st and 2nd Trust
Approved credit to all Deeds. Prompt,
friendly service. Low
personal loans, debt
rates. We loan money
consolidators up to
for any reason
$50,000, no collateral
or credtt needed. Visa (purchase, re-finance,
bill consolidation or
& Mastercard also
home Improvement).
avallable. Open late,
For more Information
can (800)527-7512.
call Gus Barnes at
CREDIT REPAIR (714)657-8188 or
100 percent legal. No (714)940-4049.
gimmicks. Do It
DO YOU NEED
yourself and save
my
specialty Powerful
$$$$. We can show
Indian Medicine
you how with our
Bags,Are you facing
credit kit. Call 24
problems
In Love.
hours at (714)359•
Money,
Marriage,
1101.
Powerful Results
Medicine Man & Chief
Hurry And
Rt. 2, Maxton, N.C.
Reserve Space 28364 Phone: (919)

Call 682-6070

LOS ANGLES CONVENTIO CENTER
EXPANSION PROJECT V NICE
BOULEVARD PARKING STR CTURE

Surplus, Buyers
Gulde. Call (805)9628000 ext. $22077.

844-3827 U.S.A.

NO GIMMICKS ~
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600 • $800 every week ·
Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc.

P.O. Box 680605 • Orlando, FL 32868

I

Areas of Work: ALL TRAD
Plans and Specifications are available at:
The.Los Angeles City Board of Public
Works, 200 No. Spring Street, Room 750
City Hall East, Los Angeles, Callfornla.
Plans may be vfewed at the Dodge Room
and Hayman / Mortenson, J-V, 1269 S.
Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA.
BID DATE: Your bid Is due not later than
10:00 a.m. on December 4, 1991.
Bids will be received at:

*WOODCREST
AREA*
9157 Mandarin Lane, 4
bedroom / 2 1/2 bath 2
story new home,
mo. Easy move In

4

Hyman/Mortenson (J-V)
1269 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles,
California 90015
Phone No: (213) 747-6052 Fax No: (213)
747-6196.

(213) 531-8095

L88ATlgN,
L
ATI N
LOCATION:

;:,,

.......

,,

Prior to November 27, 1991,
correspondence and questions can be
·
directed to:

Beautiful,
large
Victorian home, well •
kept. Zone A-P for
professional use or
office / home comb.
Excellent
Income
potential. Redlands,
$350,000, 798-6040
(message)

.

..

The George Hyman Construction Co. &
M.A. Mortenson Company, J-V
7500 Old Georgetown Road, Bethesda,
Maryland 20814
Phone No: (301) 986-810 Fax No: (301)
657-7464

CAR AUCTION
$$SAVE$$
MONDAY-THURSDAY
714•647-5535
213•734-1562

went on to perfonn the winning
After Lisa Fischer further hit from his seventh platinum
enthralled the audience with her album, "Here And Now".
current hit, "How Can I Ease
If by n ow you didn't find
The Pain" from her album enti• some answers to that controvertied, "So Intense", Vandross sial emotion called love, Sinbad,
returned with the rest of his sounds of Blackness and Mr.
e nsemble attired in red and Vandross' ensemble shed some
wh ite. While lavender flood more l i ght with his power
lights enhanced the wonderland packed hit, "Power Of Love" in
setting, Vandross' golden notes the finale.
continued with "If Only For One
Luther Van dro s s possesses
Night/Creeping. ff you had lis- eight consecutiv e double plattened to Sinbad earlier, this is inum Epic al.bums . Tuesday
when you and the 15,00 others ni g ht at the Sports Arena,
forgot the advi ce.
Vandross put his fantasy on disVand ro ss introduc e d each play. The superstar told Rolling
member of his "Power Posse", Stone, "My career is my f antasy.
his vocali sts / perfonners, and I'm living out the fantasy I conBand Technicians. He thanked ceive in c ollege, not s imply
the audience adding, "I'm so singing, b ut choreog raphing
glad I won a G ram m y.", and numbers whe re guys and gals

Acura from Front Page
The situ ation worsened,
Muraschinge said,he threatened
to shoot. Brother, Vincent said"
I'm a peace officer, and you'd
better be gl ad I wasn't there
when you snatched the keys from
her hands," I called the police
three times at the dealership and
c alled on e ti me before I left
home. Muraschinge tried to cut
the phone off." said Atkins.

Muraschinge said, he didn't
want to take back the car, Atkins
said he wanted more money for
the car because the dealership
was going out of business.
M u raschin g c admitted the
store was tense that day all the
employees found out the dealer
was closing the deal ership and
they wouldn't have a job the next
day, 37 people were given pink
slips. After Atkins obtained an

-- ----- - ----.
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strut across the stage in dramatically sumptuous outfits. When
you' re raised on the Supremes,
you never get over them."
Vandross' lyrics certainly
gave the Los Angles audience
something more than entertainment. Some might say his
audience is mostly women, but
thousands of the male speci
attended including Ma ic
Johnson from the Lakers.
Magic's recent illness forced his
absence from the court during
opening season, but h e didn't
miss Luther Vandross' messages
about love. Whatever the re<\sons so many fans attended,
whatever answers they got, they
all left 3939 S . Figuerora St.
touched by the awesome "Power
Of Love."

I

..

attorney, she found it was going
to be too expensive to keep the
car so she obliged and gave it
back. "We went to the bank to
give her cash," said Muraschinge ,"
she wouldn't take a check." "Why
should I," she said,"they were out o
business.''
Tu esday Donna A tkins
purchased a car from Chino Hills
Ford with no problem.
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$99 PER MONTH CAN DELNER ANY NEW CAR

ri
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Credit Problems In The Past ?
i;i!liII:/ ~ al% tts at ,393-9331 We can sell you a car!
}'Jill
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EMCON, a major environmental engineering
and waste management firm, has established a
new office In the Inland Empire and Is seekf}lg
the participation of local busln~ases I? a
number of upcoming projects. M/WBE
{Minority I Women - owned Buslne) s 1
Enterprises) are especially encouraged to
apply. Expertise Is sought In land surveying,
groundwater sampllng, environmental
laboratory services, geotechnlcal engineering,
geology, soils testing, landscape architecture,
planning and civil engineering dlsclpllnes.
Please address quallflcatlons packages and
completed 254/255 forms to the address below
as soon as possible:
Mary Czerniak
Manager, Inland Empire Branch

!Ittf
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EMCON Southwest
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1430 E. Cooley Drive, #130
Colton, CA 92324
71714-824-9855
EEO Employer
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New County Districts
Take Effect
Beginning the first of
this month, the way Riverside
County is organized into
Supervisorial Districts has
changed. By law, districts
must be re-drawn once each
decade to reflect population
changes reported in the
decennial U.S. Census.
The pl an, approved
by Coun ty Supervisors on
m"bcr 17 , was developed

by a commi ttee of citi zens
appointed to make bound ary
adjustments necessitated by a
decade of rapid population
growth. While each of the
five Supervisors should
represent approximately 20
percent of the County's
residents , browth in the
western County between
1980 and 1990 saw the first
and fifth districts each
comprising more than 20
percent o f the County
po pulation. T he re m ap
apportions the County's 1.2
milli on residents more
eve nly ov e r the fi ve
supcrvisorial districts.

Matthews area, a portion of
the communities of Gavilan
Hills and Woodcrest, the
comm unities of Wildomar
and Santa Rosa Rancho .
Supervisor
Abraham's
Riverside office is located on
the 14th floor of the County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The Riverside office
telephone is (714) 2751010. Th e Supervisor's
Temecula office is located at
41002 County Center Drive,
Temecula, CA 92390. The
Temecula office telephone is
(714) 694-5150.
Di s trict
2
(represented by Supe rvisor
Melba
Dunlap)
now
includes: portions of central
and east Riverside, the cities
of Norco and Corona, the
communities of El Cerrito
and Home Gardens, the
communities of Jurupa, Mira
L om a and
Ru b idoux.
Supervisor Dunlap's office is
located on the 14th fl oor of
the County Adm ini strati ve
Center, 4080 Lemon Street,
Riverside, CA 92501. The
o ffi ce telephone is (714)
275 - 1020.

The new di stri cts
described below will take
effect, comprising the
following
areas
and
communities:
Di s tr i ct
3
District
1 (represented by Supervisor
(represented by Supervisor Kay
Ceniceros)
now
Walt P. Abraham)
now · includes: the cities
of
includes: the LaSierra - and Calimesa,
Beaumont,
Arlington areas and the Banning, ~an Ja_cinto and
portion south of Alessandro Hemet, maJor poruons of µie
Blvd. within the City of cities of Canyon Lake and
Riverside, the cities of Desert Hot Springs, the
Murrieta and Temecula, a communities of Sun City,
major portion of the city of Homeland, _ Romoland,
Lake Elsinore, the Lake Nuevo,
W mchester,

America's exemplary edu cators will be honored when The Disney Channel exclusively
premieres "The Walt Disney Company Presents The American Teacher Awards" as part
of "The Magical World of Disney" live on Sunday, November 24 at 7 p.m. During the live
telecast of the awards ceremony, video profiles will be presented of all 36 teachers. One
teach er in each of the twelve subject categories, again chosen by the selection
committee, will receive an award as the outstanding teacher in hi s or her field. At the
conclusion of the show, Jhe 36 teachers themselves, by secret ballot, will select one of
these 12 teachers to be the Outstanding Teacher of 1991 . Pictured is the hand-crafted
award, created by a Disney lmagineer especially for the program.

.

Idyllwild, Sage and Lake
Skinner.
Sup ervis o r
Ceniceros' Hemet offi ce is
loc ated at the County
Adm inistrative Center, 880
N. State Street, Hemet, CA.
The office telephone is (714)
766-2470. The Supervisor's
Riverside office is located on
the 14th floor of the County
Administrative Center, 4080
Lemon Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The office telephone
is (714) 275-1030.
District
4
(represented by Supervisor
Patricia (Cork.y) Larson) now
includes: the cities of Palm
Springs, Cathedral City,
Rancho Mirage, Palm
Desert, Indian Wells, La
Quinta, Indio Coachella and

Blythe, a portion of Desert
Hot Springs north and east
of Pierson Blvd. Palm Drive,
the communities of Sky
Valley, Thermal, Desert
Center and Palo
Verde
Valley. Supervisor Larson's
Indio office is located in the
County Administrative
Center at 46-209 Oasis
Street, Room 414, Indio, CA
92201 . The office telephone
is
(619)
342-8211.
Supervisor Larson also has
an office in Blythe, located at
260 N. Spring St., Blythe,
CA 92225 . The telephone
number for the office is
(619) 922-3698.
The
Supervisor's Riverside office
is located on the 14th floor
of the County Administrative

Center , 4080 Lemon Street,
Riverside, CA 9250 1. The
offi ce telephone is (714)
275-1040.
District
5
(represented by Supervisor
Norton Younglove) now
includes : the cities . of
Moreno Valley and Perris,
the
communities
of
Highgrove and Lake Perris,
portions of the
City of
Riverside not encompassed
by the First and Second
Districts.
Supervisor
Younglove's office is located
on the 14th floor of the
County Administrative
Center, 4080 Lemon Street,
Riverside, CA 92501. The
office telephone is (714)
275-1050.
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Information about
fire and crime prevention,
counseling services, health
care and low cost training at
San Bernardino Valley
College will be in the
spotlight November 13
during a "Community
Services Fair" sponsored by
the college's Adult Re-Entry
Center.
"This
is
an
opportunity to meet and
learn more about the people
who are in the community

working for you," according
to Kathy Flynn, re-entry
coordinator and counselor.
The
college's
technical training, services
for seniors, child care and
career information are
among the resources to be
represented .
The fair will be
between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
Wednesday, November 13 ,
on the college Quad. Valley
College is at 701 South Mt.
Vernon Ave. Call Flynn at

(714) 888-6511 ext. 1181
for details.
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Cal Poly Pomona Presents Hay Fever
The
Cal
Poly
Pomona Department of
Theatre and Dance will
present the Noel Coward
comedy, Hay Fever, in the
Cal Poly University Theiitre
on November 8 through
November
17,
1991.
Audiences can enjoy the wit
and panache of one of
England's foremost comedy
writers, as they spend the
weekend at the country
home of the eccentric Bliss
family.
Herc novelists,

actresses, flappers ·and guest
have a supremely sublime
time organizing assorted
romances. Charming, acerbic
and sophisticated, Hay Fever
is a classic facrc, bubbling
with
the
youth
and
irreverence of the 1920's.
Hay Fever is directed
by Leslie Rivers, Cal Poly
professor of drama who
rcccnJl y di rccted
the
University
Theatre
production of YOu Can't
Take It With You. The

Workshop On Employment Tips
Innovative job search
techniques and tips for
advancing with your present
employer will highlight a
free
"Networking for
Success" workshop presented
by the Career Development
Center at California State
University, San Bernardino,
on Wednesday, Nov. 6, from
6-7:30 p.m. in Room 155A
of the Student Services
Building. The public is
invited to attend.
"This workshop will
provide participants with
some very creative job search
methods,n says Patricia
Rodgers-Gordon, a Cal State
educational counselor who is
coordinating the event. "We
will concentrate on several
non-traditional means of
obtaining employment and
will teach participants to take
a pro-active approach to
their job search,n she notes.
Networking sources,
etiquette and pitfalls will
dominate the workshop's
theme since, according to
Rodgers-Gordon, "About 80
percent of all jobs arc filled
through personal contacts."
Other topics will include
researching a company or
organization, using the
telephone
effectively,
exploring the hidden job

5th

Dimension
Reunion
Tour
FONT AN A: The Fontana
Performing Arts Center
proudly presents The
Original 5th Dimension
Reunion
Tour, featuring
Marilyn McCoo, , Lamonte
McLemore, Ron Townson,
Billy Davis Jr., and Florence
LaRue on Friday, November
8. 1991, at 8 p.m. Help
celebrate the 5th Anniversary
of t);le Fontana Performing

market and articulating your
skills to potential employers.
Cal State's "Networking for
Success" workshop also will
provide participants the
chance
to
practice
employment search strategics
through hands-on exercises.
Registration for the
workshop is not required.
Additional information is
available from Cal State's
Career Development Center
at (714) 880-5250.

CUSTOM MADE FOR MEN
TUXEDO RENTAL & SALES

Blisses' country house is
designed in art nouveau style
by Cal Poly faculty member
W.H. Morse II; lighting is
designed by faculty member,
Kathleen Waln; and the
smashing 1920's costumes
by senior student Ulises
Alcala.
Hay Fever opens in
the Cal Poly University
Theatre on November 8 at 8
p.m. Curtain time
for
November 13-16 is also 8
p.m. The two scheduled
matinees will be on Tuesday,
November
12
and
Wednesday, November 13 at
10:00 a.m. November 9, the
College of Arts sponsors the
quarterly Theatre Dinner
Party. The evening begins
with a 6 p.m. reception, 7
p.m. dinner and 8:30 p.m.
curtain time. For more
information call (714) 8693944.
The
Cal
Poly
University Theatre is
equipped
with
an
amplification system for the
hearing-impaired, The Cal
Poly campus is located at
the intersection of the 10,
210 and 57 freeways.
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Services
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Life-Span Program At CSUSB
The renovation of the
life-span
development
concentration at California
State University, San
Bernardino is giving students
pursuing a master's degree in
psychology the opportunity
to take electives in disciplines
other than in their major, .
says Dr.
Kelly Morton,
coordinator of the program.
"We are recreating from
what has gone before," says
Morton, who is working with
a core of several Cal State
faculty.
The group is
reviewing 120 life-span
programs
around
the
country and will develop the
university's program from
what it learns. Internships
also are being added, and
eventually, tracks in the areas
of child development and
gerontology, which will help
make
students
more
employable.
·
The changes in the lifespan program also will make
it easier for students to
complete their Ph.D. work at

Claremont Graduate School.
The university now is
working to develop a closer
relationship .with Claremont.
One Cal State student began
attending there this fall.
Currently, the life-span
track prepares students for
carec:rs in several areas:
dcvclt>pmental psychology;
child, youth and family
service
programs;
psychological services to
senior citizens; and parent
education.
"With the life-span
program, you can have
knowledge of the theoretical
in applied issues from
conception to death," Morton
says. Students will complete
a thesis with the assistance of
the Cal State psychology
faculty, who has been ranked
13th nationally in research
productivity
by
the
publication "Professional
Psychology." For additional
information on the program,
aontact Morton at (714)
880-5597.

Arts Center by attending this
very special performance.
Single tickets prices for The
Original 5th Dimension
Reunion Tour show are $22

and $18 and are available at
the Fontana Performing Arts
Center Box (714) 350-6734
and TicketMasters 7402000.
... "
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New Area Cod~ Introduced h:1to Los Angeles Area - 31 OAdded
Los Angeles County
received a new area code on
November 2, 1991. The new
code -- 310 -- will include
the western, coastal, southern
and eastern portion~ of the

area code boundary to the
north. For the first time, an
area code introduction is
being driven more by a
technology explosion than a
population explosion.

213 area code. Projections
indicate that supply would
have been used up by mid1992. For GTE California,
all of its 1.1 million assigned
telephone numbers now

communities of interest,
without disrupting common
calling patterns." Johnston
said the new area code will
not affcct the cost of calls,
within or across new

during the permissive period
who are using a business
telephone may want to check
with
their
local
communications manager as
well as Pacific Bell. In 1984,
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county, including Los
Angeles
International
Airport. Parts of four Orange
County communities; La
Habra, Seal Beach, Los
Alamitos and Brea, currently
served by the 213 area code
will also be assigned area
code 310. Downtown Los
Angeles
and
some
surrounding communities
will retain 213. The general
boundaries for the new 213
area code are La Cienega
Boulevard to the west, El
Segundo Boulevard to the
south, the Montebello city
line io the east, and the 818

"Today, it's very
common for one person to
have several phone numbers,'
said Chuck Johnston, Pacific
Bell vice president. "Add up
multiple home lines, pagers,
cellular phones, work
numbers, fax machines and
computers with modems, and
you
have
a
rapidly
exhausting
supply
of
available prefixes. "Simply
put, we are running out of
telephone
numbers,"
Johnston added. There are
773 available prefixes (the
first three digits of a sevendigit phone number) in the

within 213 will be in the new
310 area code in 1992.
Pacific Bell will have 1.3
million assigned numbers in
310, with 2.6 million
assigned numbers within
213. Because cities grow and
change constantly, area code
boundaries are determined
by telephone exchanges, not
political or municipal
boundaries. "In planning the
new area code, many options
were considered," said
Johnston. "Our goal is to
accommodate the need for
new telephone numbers ,
while keeping together major

Treats, Sweets: The Candy Suite Delivers
by
Stacey
Gallard,
correspondent
A candy store can
bring back childhood
memories of being able to
enter a place where rows and
rows of delicacies such as
chocolates and hard candies
were available for purchase
and enjoyment.
Such an experience
is the basis of The Candy

Suite, a new business that has
opened in downtown Covina.
Inside the narrow but
orderly shop, a brightly
printed sign instructs
customers to use any of the
available scoops or tongs and
fill a plastic bag with any of
the 150 varieties of candy
which are stored in
containera along the wall.
According
to

Vachik Galustian, owner of
The Candy Suite, the idea for
opening store, came from
his 17-year-old grandson
Alvin Galustian.
Galustian said that
Alvin would complain that
every time he wanted to buy
a certain type of candy, he
would have to either make
various trips to one store or
have to go to different shops

boundaries. "If a call you
make today is local, it will
remain a local call," he said.
Customers getting the
new area code will not have
to change their existing
seven-digit phone numbers.
Calling Card customers
switching to "310" will
receive new cards in the mail
during the permissive period.
In past area code splits, some
private business systems were
not updated to allow for the
new area code at the
beginning of the permissive
period. Customers unable to
get through to area code 310

Los Angeles received its first
new area code in 27 years
when 818 was introduced.
The current plan is expected
to delay another area code
introduction for at least 12
years. The phone companies
disclosed plans for the new
area code almost two years
before the split to give
communities,
schools,
hospitals, as well as
residential and business
customers time to plan for
the change. Paci fie Bell is a
subsidiary of Pacific Telesis
Group,

to buy what he wanted.
His
grandson's
experience and the idea of
The Candy Suite
arc
included in the bright pink
booklets placed by the cash
register.
Although based in
the Glendale and Arcadia
areas, Galustian and his wife,
Gohar decided to open a
store in Covina because of
the constant foot traffic
which the city has.
As mentioned earlier

the store offers a large range
of chocolates, jelly beans,
sweet and sour hard candies,
and a sugar-free section of
hard and soft treats.
Decorative
tins
and
containers are also available
for gift ideas.
The Candy Suite is
located at l 32 N. Citrus
Avenue, Covina. The Store is
open daily 10:00 am to
8:00
pm.
For
more
information call (818) 3329785.
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Tickets For Catherine The Great Treasures Go On Sale
Tickets for the major
special exhibition Catherine
1.he. Great: Treasures Q...f
Imperial Russia The State
Hermitaae Museum. St.
Petersburg. ~ . on view at
The
Armand
Hammer
Museum of Art and Cultural
Center December 13 through
April 12, 1992, will go on
sale November 10. Tickets
will be issued for a speci fie
day and time, guaranteeing
entry lo the exhibition
throughout that hour; visitors
may remain in the exhibition
as long as they wish.
Beginning November 10,
tickets will be available at all
Tickctmaster
outle t s
(including all Mu sic Plu s,
May Company, and Tower
stores)
and
through
Tickctmaster's telephone
reservation service. Tickets
will be available at the
Museum
Box
Office
beginning November 10.
Tickets arc $9.50 for adults,
$8 for senior citizens (age
65+) and students with ID, $6
for children ages 5 - 14, and

$8 per person within a group
tour of 20 or more.
Arrangements for group
tours must be made in
advance. Children age 4 and
under are free. A recorded
tour
which
features
highlights of the show and
guides the visitor through
each gallery is included in
the price of admission. Lost
tickets will not be replaced
and there will be no refunds
or exchanges. For further
information the public
should call (310) 443-7060.
The exhibition hours are:
Monday through Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. with
the last viewing time starting
at 4:30 p.m . There will be no
admittance to the exhibition
after 5:00 p.m. Advance
tickets may be purchased by
calling Ticketmaster Monday
through Friday 9 a.m . to 9
p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Tickctmaster numbers in
Southern California are:
(213) 480-3232, (714) 7402000, (619) 278-TIXS,

more
(805) 583-8700.
For telephone orders,
Ticketmaster will accept
payment by MasterCard,
Visa, or American Express.
Ticketmaster outlets accept
cash only. Their service
charges apply. In order to
install the exhibition the
Museum will be closed from
N ovemher
25
until
December 12. The Museum
Shop, Gallery Bookstore
and the Box Office will be
open 10:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Tuesday through
Sunday. Payment at the
Museum Box Office is by
cash, check or credit card.
The Museum Box Office will
not take any telephone
orders. There is no service
charge for tickets purchased
at the Museum. Public
parking in the Museum lot
will be restricted to Saturdays
and
Sundays
only .
Handicapped parking will be
available at the Museum
daily. Daily parking for
Museum visitors is available
at the following facilities:
Center West, 10877 Wilshire
at the Northeast corner of
Glendon; Maxxam Building,

10880

Wilshire

at

the

Southwest
corner
of
Glendon; and the Held
Building, 10866 Wilshire at
the Southeast corner of
Glendon. Catherine ~ G.re.a..t
features nearly 300 priceless
historical treasures acquired
by Russia's late-18th-century
empress Catherine the Great
and marks the first time that
this collection has been
shown outside of the USSR.
Selected from the Soviet
Union's renowned State
Hermitage Museum, the
exhibition will highlight
exceptional works including
paintings,
sculpture,
porcelain,
tapestries,
furniture, jewelry and
costumes. The centerpiece of

4-H is for
city kids,
too!
Kids under construction ...
it's better to build than to mend
4-H works to build the leaders of
tomorrow ... in the city or the country,
wherever they may be. Share YOUR
skills with youth and enjoy the
reward of being part of the future ...
be a 4-H Volunteer Leader!

the exhibition is the
magnificent coronation
carriage used to carry
Catherine to her coronation
at the Kremlin in Moscow in
1762. The exhibition has
been organized by The State_
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AVID Founder Awarded $50,000 By Dana Foundation
Mary
Catherine AYID provides the tutoring,
Swanson, founder of San peer support, and study skills
Diego's highly-regarded that enable students to
AVID Program, will be succeed in this challenging
honored with a $50,000 environment."
Dana Foundation Award for
Swanson was praised
"Pioneering Achievements in by the Dana Found~tion "_for
Education" at a ceremony to heeding the teachers call mg
be held at the Plaza Hotel in at the highest level of
New York City on Tuesday, professional dedication in
November 12. Swanson is development of the A YID
one of three educators in the program: an imaginati~e
nation receiving the award.
restructuring effort that 1s
"Education doesn't giving thousands of students
have a Nobel Prize, but this the skills, support and
award is the next best thing," guidance they need to fulfill
said Harry C. Weinberg, San their potential."
Diego
County
"AVID
is
an
superintendent of schools.
outstanding model of the
Swanson,
47, school restructuring process,
founded AVID in 1980 to because it is teacher-created
increase the number of and teacher-driven," said
minority and low-income Weinberg.
students who complete a
Swanson started the
college prep curriculum in AVID program at San
high school and go on to Diego's Claircmont High
enroll in a college or School in 1980 to meet the
university.
Since
its needs of a large influx of
inception,
AVID
has Latino
and
Africanachieved a remarkable 98 American students. A YID
percent college-going rate.
targeted 30 ninth-grade
Swanson will be the minority students, the
first K-12 educator to receive students
most
the prestigious Charles A. underrepresented
in
Dana Award, the purpose of postsecondary education.
which is to "recognize Virtually all the students
creative ideas of proven came from low-income
value that warrant wider families, were not taking a
acceptance and replication."
college prep curriculum, and
"This award is a profound had grade point averages
honor," said Swanson. "It is a between 1.5 and 2.5.
bold statement about the Swanson made a deal with
importance of innovations the first A YID class. The
that come from classroom students would enroll in the
teachers. I'm pleased that the most rigorous classes at
Dana Foundation secs the Clairemont High-gifted
potential of AVID to cluster classes designed for
substantially
increase students with IQ's of 140 and
college-going
rates above-and do homework
throughout the country. This regularly.
In
return,
award will give AVID a A YID would provide an
national audience. That's elective class period where
both
exciting
and students would participate in
overwhelming. "
study groups and receive
Swanson
was tutoring and motivational
nominated for the award by support.
State Supcrinten~cnt _of
"Some
people
Public Instruction Bill Homg, thought I was crazy,"
who thinks every California Swanson said. "They said I
high school should have a was setting these kids up for
program like AYID.
failure. They said most of
"A YID succeeds for the students wouldn't try, and
several different reasons," those that tried wouldn't
Honig noted. "First, AYID succeed. It was a big risk,
makes it clear to students that because I knew the program
college is a realistic g~al. wouldn't get a second chance
Second, students arc required if these students failed."
to enroll in a college prep
On the first day of
curriculum. In California, we class, A YID students were
have found that many given
binders
with
students say they plan to go notetaking paper and recordto college but are not taking keeping forms. The studen_ts
the courses required for were asked to take notes m
college admittance. A YID all their classes. These notes
makes sure that there as a then became the focus of the
match between a student's tutoring and study group
college expectations and sessions.
course of study. Finally,
"The
notetaking

helped break down some _of
the barriers," Swanson said.
"Subtle perceptual changes
occurred. Teachers saw that
A YID
students
were
serious! y attempting to learn.
The honor students began to
accept A YID students . as
fell ow learners and quesllon
them about the effectiveness
of notetaking."
Students used the
AVID class as their home
base. "I heard first-hand
about child abuse, gang
activity, and drug abuse;
topics that surfaced once we
learned to trust each other,"
Swanson said. "We had a
setting where students could
sort through their problems."
The 30 students.
enrolled in the first AYID
class graduated from high
school with a cumulative
grade point average of 3.2 in
honors classes. All entered
college, 28 in four-ye~r
colleges and · two rn
community colleges. As a
group, they received more
than $50,000 in scholarships.
Since
1986,
Swanson-now a director for
the San Diego County Office
of
Education-has
supervised AVID's expansion
to 103 schools in San Diego
County and 84 schools
outside the county.
Superlative results have
continued.
Since AYID has been
in operation countywide, 816
students have been graduated
from high schools with
A YID programs. Of these
students, 115 enrolled in the
University of California
system, 137 enrolled in outof-state four-year colleges,
299 enrolled in the
California State University
system, 248 enrolled in
community colleges, and
only 17 did not enroll in
college. AVID's 98 percent
college-going rate is
significantly higher than San
Diego County's 56.4 percent
rate and the state's 55. 7
percent rate.
A YID has alsc
substantially increased the
percentage of students
completing the A-F course
sequence required for
University of . California
admission. Between 1986
and 1990, the percentage of
students completing the A-F
sequence in schools with
A YID programs increased
by 95 percent. By contrast,
the percentage of students
completing the A-F course
sequence in .• Califor!}ia
increased by a still-

respectable 13 percent.
In addition,
the dropout rate has fallen
37 percent in schools with
A YID programs compared
to a 14 percent drop
statewide.
AVID emphasizes a
"writing to learn" teaching
strategy,
collaborative
learning, the inquiry method,
and
students
taking
responsibility for their own
learning. "It's hard to isolate
one factor as the most
important," Swanson said.
"We know that these
strategies are synergistic.
When they are all presentAVID works extremely well."
Swanson is excited
about A YID expansion.
"We've proved that AVID can
be successfully transplanted,
and at a fairly low cost," she
said.
"However, I think we
need to expand at a slow,
steady pace in order to
maintain program quality."
County Board of
Education President Jack
Port said that AVID has solid
support from local school
officials. "We've seen A YID
accomplish miracles in San
Diego County. We shouldn't
overlook the fact that AVID's
accomplishments are a real
credit to local districts," he
said. "They made the
decision that this program
would help their students and
they moved aggressively to
make it work."
Cost per A YID class
is approximately $3,000,
which funds salaries for local
college students serving as
tutors. Typically, one or two
periods of elective classes

(usually n~m-college prep)
are dropped by the school so
that AVID may be offered.
Some faculty release time is
required
for
staff
development activities. Many
districts use state and federal
compensatory education
funds to pay for A YID
programs.
Mary
Catherine
Swanson grew up near
Fresno, California. She
received her B.A. in English
and jo~malism ~rom. t~e
Universuy of Cahfomia m
1966 and her M.A. in
education
from
the
University of Redlands in
1977. She began her
teaching career in 1966 at
Woodland High School in
Northern California and
chaired
the
English
department at Claircmont
High School, San Diego,
from 1978 to 1986. Since
1986, Swanson has worked at
the San Diego County Office
of Education, where she
directs local and statewide
A YID staff development and
implementation.
AYID programs arc
in operation in the following
San Diego County school
districts: Bonsall, Carlsbad,
Chula Vista, Escondido
Union, Escondido High,
Fallbrook High, Grossmont,
Julian High, Lakeside, La
Mesa/Spring Valley, Lemon
Grove, Mountain Empire,
Oceanside, Poway, San Diego
County Office, San Diego
Unified, San Dieguito, San
Marcos, Santee, San Ysidro,
Sweetwater, Valley Center,
and Vista.

MOSES FERRELL GENERAL
CONTRACTOR LIC

#513831.

Deal Direct With..,.._,.
Builder not a
sales-man.
Complete
service from
Planning to
Final Clean

up.

Quality Work at Competitive
Prices also General Home Repairs.
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Care Package From Home
Send Students Tasty Mocha Mix and Fruit'n Crackers
By New, USA

(NU)- For many. " back to school"
means saying good-bye to a collegebound son or daughter and an increased monthly phone bill. Frequent
messages from home are impo11ant.
However, little can top the excitement
created by the arrival of a care package
wntaining a favorite message. a Tshirt. toiletries or snack foods.
Mocha Mi x and Fruit ' N Crackers
Snack Mix . both easy to prepare and
mail. are ideal for scholars needing a
tasty and energizing study break treat.
The instant hot beverage mix is nice
to have on hand, especially when there
is access to a microwave oven to heat
wa te r by th e mu gful. Compac t
counter1op microwave ovens, such as
those available from Whirlpool Corporation. are j ust the right size for
dorm or apa11ment use.
The crunchy snack mix combines
mini crackers. dried fruit and peanuts
with a sprinkling of c inl1amon and

Tailgate Feast
Tomato, Caper And
Basil Pizza
(Makes one 9-inch pizza)
1 pizza crust (recipe

brown sugar. Wh irlpool Corpo ration
home economi sts devised the microwave directions for this mail able
snack to keep the home preparation
time short. Whe n packing the se
items. use plenty of shredded paper
or other mailing materials to ass ure
their arrival in good condition.

STUDY BREAK MOCHA MIX
makes 2 1/2 cups, 13 servings

I 1/2
I/2
1/4

3

cup instant hot cocoa mix powder, regular
or sugar-free
cups instant nonfat dry milk powder
cup instant coffee granules, regular or decaffeinated
cup sifted confectio ners sugar
tablespoons nondairy cream powder

Dash salt
:1

Combine all ingredients, mixing well. Store in airtight container.
For each serving, heat I c up water in microwave oven until boiling.
Pour over 3 tablespoons mix in mug. Stir.

FRUIT'N CRACKERS SNACK MIX

follows)
Corn meal fo r dust-·
ing the pizza
2 ta blespoons vi rgin
olive oil
1/4 cup grated fontinella
cheese
1/4 cup grated mozzarella cheese
1/4 cup nonpareil capers, drained
1/4 cup diced tomatoes
(peeled, seeded and
drained)
1/4 cup grated aged
asiago cheese
2 tablespoons chopped
fresh basil
Place a pizza stone in the
lower third of the oven and
preheat to 550 degrees.
Dust the bottom of the crust
with cornmeal. Spread the
olive oil across the dough,
then cover with the
fontinella and mozzarella
cheeses. Distribute the capen and tomatoes over the
cheeses. Top with asiago.
Place the pizza on the stone.
Bake 8 to 12 minutes, until
the crust is golden. Remove
from the oven and sprinkle
with the basil.

Makes 6 c ups

I
5
1/2
1/2
2

1/2

tablespoon margarine
cups low salt small snack crackers
cup finely cut mixed dried fruit or raisins
cup unsalted peanuts
tablespoons firml y packed brown sugar
teaspoon cinnamon

Measure margarine into large glass bowl. Microcook at HIGH
( I 00 percent) until melted. Add crackers, fruit and peanuts, stirring
evenly until mi xed. Stir together sugar and cinnamon ; sprinkle over
cracker mi xture . Stir until combined.
Microcook at MEDIUM-LOW (30 percent ) for 12 minutes, stirring
occas ionally. Cool completely. Store in airtight plastic bags.

Nutrient Information
Mocha Mix - per serving:

:I

Calories
Protein
Fat
Cholesterol
Carbohydrates
Sodium

107
6g

lg
3mg

19g
113mg

Snack Mix - l/2 cup serving:
Calories
Protein

197
4g

Fat

I lg

Cholesterol
Carbohydrates
Sodium

0
25g
120mg

Note: If using sugar-free cocoa mix, Calories per serving= 90

Recipies To
Clip And Save

Pizza Dough
(Makes five 9-inch pizzas)
1 package yeast
2 tablespoons sugar

1 cup lukewarm water
(about 110 degrees)
4 cups all-purpose flour
Pinch of salt
2 large eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons virgin olive oil

If you have a driving need to party, a new car has
the tailgate for you. To launch what many car buffs
would call the ultimate tailgate vehicle, the new 1992
Mercury Sable station wagon, celebrated Detroit chef
Jimmy Schmidt has devised what many gourmets may
consider the ultimate tailgate picnic. The launch lunch
menu includes the pizza with pizzazz featured here,
plus roast chicken, herbed corn on the cob, a roast
peppers and raddichio salad, chilled pasta and-for
dessert-apple tart and chocolate and pear pate. The
Sable, which received its first major redesign ever for
1992, features an optional fold-out picnic tray for the
station wagon. It can be a great way to get together
with the gang for a great meal while you cheer on your
favorite sports stars.

In a small bowl, combine
the yeast, sugar and warm
water. Let set until it foams.
In a food processor wilh
plastic dough blade or regular blade, combine the flour
and salt. Mix in the eggs,
then the yeast, until a ball
forms. Work just until the
dough pulls away from the
side of the bowl, then add
the olive oil. Remove the
dough immediately to an
oiled bowl, cover with a clean
cloth and allow to rise to
double in a dry, warm place,
about 45 minutes. Punch
down, then allow to double
again, about 20 minutes.
Form into five balls. Lightly
flour the dough and counter.
Roll into very thin 9-inch
circles. Proceed with top-

pings and bake or grill according to individual recipes or hold between wax
paper in the refrigerator
until needed, up to three
days.
COOKING NOTES: Th e
pizza dough is quite f111ffy
whell baked the same day.
ThejtJlltJwillg day, the dtJ111(h
produces a flatter, more
crack er-lik e crust. Variatioll : Black olive dough call
be made by addillg 011 e cup
pitted olive.~ to the flour a11d
rnlt. Puree tJ!ives 1111tif/illefy
chopped, thell proceed with
the dough as directed.
Dough ca11 be fro ze ll ill
rolled out form, betweell
parch111e11t, wrapped ill plastic wrap. Thaw i11 refrigerator o vernight.

Olives: The Low Cal Snack That Satisfies
(NU) - California ripe olives are
not high in calories - especially
when compared with snack foods
such as peanuts and potato chips.
The approximate calorie count for
one ripe black olive varies with the
size: small , medium and large black
olives have 4 to 5 calories each;
extra large and jumbo colossal , 6-9
calories each; and super colossal ,
12 calories each .
California black olives are a fruit
so they contain no cholesterol . The
oil of the olive is one of man ' s

oldest available food products and
is present in easily digested forms.
Once opened , store unused California ripe olives in their original
brine in the open can and cover
with plastic wrap . If the original
brine has been discarded, replace
with a solution of one pint water
and one teaspoon salt in order to
keep the olives wet and free from
e)lternal odors . Partially used cans
of California ripe olives may be
held in the refrigerator for up to ten
days .
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One-Pot Meals To Make You Smile

!Marion Joyce's COUPON COOKBOOK CORNER

NAPS

Whether you do the
cooking or the clean-up,
these tasty , one-pot meals
are sure to make you smi le.
Like their long simmering
cousins-the stews- these
dishes have plenty or rich.
hearty flavor and one-pot
convenience .
" For many husy people
there ' s hardly enough time
to cat meal~. let alone prcpa rc and clean-up after
them," says Donna Higgins,
director of Del Monte
Kitchens. "That's what
makes one-pot meals and
convenien t products. like
pre-seasoned stewed tomatoes and cut-up or boned
chicken so appealing."
Can ned black heans and
spicy Cajun style stewed
tomatoes make this rec ipe
for Caribbean Chicken And
Rice delicious and easy.
Mex icali Chicken Soup
is surprisingly sim ple. too.
It 's a hearty, homemade
soup that's ready in about
2.5 minutes.
Del Monte Foods is the
leading marketer and producer of canned fruits and
vegetables. During 1991 ,
the company is celebrating
the 100th anniversary of the
Del Monte brand.
CARIBBEAN CHICKEN
AND RICE

I can (14-1/2 oz.)DEL
MONTE® Cajun or
Original Style
Stewed Tomatoes*
2-3/4 lb. chicken fryer
pieces
1/4 lb. hot Italian sausage links, sliced
3/4 cup uncooked rice

EASY HONEY-BAKED CHICKEN
1/2 cup honey
1 tablespoons curry powder
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons mustard
3 pounds chicken pieces
Mix together honey, oil, mustard, curry powder and salt. Place chicken
in greased baking dish. Bake at 350° for 50 minutes, basting with honey
mixture every 15 minutes. Makes 6 servings.

IMarion Joyce's CONSUMER CORNER

2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 tsp. ground allspice
or cinnamon
I can (15 oz.) black or
pinto beans, drained
and rinsed
1/2 green pepper,
chopped
Drain tomatoes reserving liquid. Add water to
measure 1-3/4 cups. Salt
and pepper chicken, if desired. In large skillet,
brown sausage. Set aside.
Add chicken and brown;
drain. Add sausage, rice,
garlic, allspice and reserved
liquid. Bring to boil. Cover;
cook over low heat 20 minutes or until chicken is
done. Stir in remaining ingredients; cook S minutes.
Serve with lime wedges, if
desired. 4 to 6 servings
*Helpful Hint: If using
Original Style, add a pinch
each of cinnamon, ground
cloves and cayenne.
MEXICALI CHICKEN
SOUP

1/2 onion, finely chopped

MAKE FALL HOME REPAIRS EASIER
With the pinch of the recession that most of us are
feeling, more homeowners are doing their own home
repairs, renovations and creative projects to get their homes ready for the
cold winter that is fast approaching. This is especially true these days
because of the high price of hiring contractors and because of the satisfaction
we get from doing the job ourselves. WELD BOND® Universal Adhesive is
an extremely versatile adhesive that many do-it-yourselfers rely on. It is really
many products in one. It is a glue, sealer, hardener, weather-proofer and a
bonding agent. And it is economical. Accord ing to the manufacturer, it is safe
for the environment- non-toxic, non-flammable. Dries clear and flexible and
is water cleanup. WELDBOND ® is a universal bonding adhesive for porous
and non-porous materials. Bonds wood , glass, tile, concrete, brick, plaster,
metal, marble, asbestos, indoor and outdoor carpeting, ceramics, foam
plastics, plastic laminates. This adhesive is also excellent for furring or
strapping concrete walls and bonding rig id insulation. Use it to mend fabrics,
leather, furniture, glass, and almost anything. For the holidays you can make
the season more meaningful by creating handmade gifts and holiday ornaments for fam ily and friends. Many hobbyists report it's the best product on
the market. WELDBOND® is concentrated and can be thinned with water.
It does not require heating or mixing, and can be applied easily with a brush,
roller, sponge, spray gun, or your fingers. You will be amazed what
WELDBOND® can do to spruce up your home for the holidays.
For a FREE Product Gulde on how to use WELDBOND, send a
SASE to Consumer Corner, PO Box 116, Tuckahoe, NY 10707.

1/2 tsp. ground cumin
2 tsp. oil
1/2 lb. uncooked boneless
chicken, cubed
I can (15 oz.) pinto
beans, undrained
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL
MONTE® Original
Style Stewed Tomatoes,
undrained
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) lowsalt chicken broth
I can (8-3/4 oz.) DEL
MONTE Whole Kernel Golden Sweet
Corn, undrained
1/3 cup chopped cilantro
(optional)
In 4-quart pot, cook
onion and cumin in oil.
Pepper to taste. Stir in rem am mg
ingredients.
Bring to boil; cook over
medium heat 10 minutes.
Serve with shredded
Cheddar cheese and lime
wedges, if desired. 6 servings (about 1 cup each)
Helpful Hint: Soup can
be made ahead. Freezes
well.
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UPSIDE-DOWN BRAN-FRUIT CAKE

(16-ounce) can sliced
Cling peaches
1 (16-ounce) can sliced pears
1/2 cup margarine or butter blend,
softened
1/3 cup firmly packed brown
sugar

Spread almonds in single layer on baking sheet. Bake at 350
degrees F, 9-11 minutes, stirring occasionally, until golden brown.
Cool. Cream butter and I cup of the sugar. Add egg yolk. Sift together
dry ingredients; stir into creamed -mixture with I cup of the almonds.
Press into 15- 1/2 X 10-1/2-inch buttered jelly roll pan. Lightly beat
egg white: brush over all, then sprinkle with remaining 1/4.cup sugar.
Top with remaining almonds; press into dough. Bake in a 275 degree
F oven, about 50 minutes, until golden. Cool; cut into bars.
Makes about 3 dozen cookies.

.

-

be a>rTt>oned

r""'odudOO<W . No c.a5h value. Va~d at

cups blanched, slivered almonds
cup butter or margarine, softened
cups sugar
egg, separated
cups flour
teaspoon nutmeg
teaspoon salt

(NU) - A sweet treat tucked into
bag lunches turns an ordinary lunch
into something special. A bar cookie
packs and travels well, and is often
just the right touch.
Back-To-School Almond Cookies are easy-to-make and delicious!
But, don ' t save the versatile almond
only for desserts. Their great taste
makes them the perfect nut for soups,
salads, and main dishes. And there's
no better snack than a handful of
whole natural almonds and raisins.
Wh;ttever form or use you choose,
. . . ... ...
.

la

may not

l)Urc:NM. No 1ia1du11ona or ,,.,t,ana,

BACK-TO-SCHOOL ALMOND COOKIES
1- 1/2
I
1-1 /4
I
2
I
1/4

Use$1 or25eco~on _
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of !Th"'
®
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Universal
II Space Age Adhesi\18 on I

1 1/2 cups NABISCO® 100% Bran
1/2 cup honey
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground ginger

Drain peaches and pears, reserving 1/2 cup syrup. Reserve 7 peach
slices and 7 pear slices. Chop remaining fruit; set aside. Melt 1 tablespoon
margarine or butter blend; stir in 2 tablespoons brown sugar. Toss reserved
peach and pear slices in brown sugar mixture. Arrange in bottom of greased
9-cup fluted tube pan. In bowl, mix bran, honey, eggs and reserved syrup;
let stand 5 minutes. In large bowl, with electric mixer on high speed, beat
remaining margarine or butter blend and brown sugar until light and fluffy .
Beat in flour, baking soda, cinnamon, ginger and bran mixture until well
mixed. Stir in chopped fruit. Spoon batter over sliced fruit in pan. Bake at
350°F for 50 minutes or until toothpick inserted in center comes out clean.
Cool in pan on wire rack 10 minutes. Remove from pan; cool completely.
Makes 14 servings.
9The Coupon Cookbaak, Inc.. 11191

depend on almonds for flavor, nutrition, and quality.

- ....... - ... -

. - .......
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New Michael Jackson Video To Air On Fox
Michael Jackson has entered into a long-term agreement with Fox
Broadcasting giving the Fox Network the broadcast premiers for each short film
released from Mr. Jackson's new album, Dangerous.
The first debut will be the music-film "Black or White, " making its exclusive
network premier on Fox, Thursday, November 14, following an original episode of
"The Simpsons . " MTV and BET will broadcast the short film on cable television at
the same time.
On the 11-minute film, Michael Jackson enlisted the assistance of director John
Landis who had previously performed the directing duties on his award-winning
"Thriller" music video.
Joining Mr. Jackson as supporting actors in "Black or White" are Bart
Simpson, "Home Alone's" Macaulay Culkin, "Cheer's" George Wendt and two
members of Motown ' s recording group "Another Bad Creation, " Mark Pugh and Lil
' Dave Shelton.
In addition to its premier on November 14, "Black or White" will be repeated
as part of a half-hour special on Sunday, November 17 in a key prime-time slot on
the Fox Network that will profile Mr. Jackson' s phenomenal career. The program will
also include concert footage and music video clips.
In order to accommodate the 11-minute "Black or White, " each program in the
Thursday prime-time lineup is being delivered to Fox a couple of minutes short of its
running time. Time will also be taken from the on-air promo schedule and by
extending the Fox prime-time a few minutes past 10:00 p.m. (EST/PST), an
arrangement being supported by Fox's affiliates.

Noted Artists Join UCI Fine Arts Faculfy
Three
artists
whose works have captured
stage and gallery audiences
across the country have
joined the UCI School of
Fine Arts this year.
They are Bernard
Johnson, assistant professor
of dance, and Constance
Samaras and Pat Ward
Williams, both assistant
professors of studio art.
Johnson is a costume
designer whose credits
include the movie "New Jack
City,."
the
Broadway
produaion and national touof "Eubie," designs for the
Joffrey Ballet, Aretha
Franklin and Diana Ross
tours, and many other film,
stage
and
television
productions. He studied
ballet, modem, jazz and tap
dance and taught jazz dance
at the Alvin Ailey sc} lool in
New York. He will teach
costume design and dance
and design costumes for
faculty
and
student
performances.
Samaras
has
exhibited and published
widely
on
feminism,
sexuality and cultural.
politics. Known for her use
of photography, video and
text, Samaras' recent phototext series, "Paranoid
Delusions," has been shown
in one-person exhibitions at
the Wooster College Museum
in Ohio, the Detroit Institute
for Art and the Los Angeles
Center for Photographic
Studies. A former UCLA

faculty member, she will
teach photography and a
graduate seminar on mass
media in art.
Williams is known
for her use of photographic
images-many taken from
magazines or scrapbooksto produce social and
political commentaries about
African-American
experiences. The subjects of

her three-dimensional works
have ranged from the
reconstruction of her own
African-American family
experience to a critique of
the
1985
MOVE
organization bombing in
Philadelphia. She comes to
UCI from the California
Institute of the Arts and will
teach art and photographic
installation.

Letters to the Editor .
Our paper will ~ accepting your
letters on issues that 'concern you and
your community. Let your voice be
heard in our weekly forum by sending
your letters to Southern California
Connnunity Weekly, P.O. Box 912,
92502.

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
BILLY B's-10390 Arl ington Ave., Riverside. Live country
music, 9 pm-2 am Tuesday-Sat urday (7 14) 688-1300.
BLACK ANGUS-3610 Park Sierra Drive, Riverside. D.J.
plays Top 40 music every night 8 pm-2 am (714) 687-9190.
BOBBY McGEE's- 1905 Commerce Center East, San
Bernard ino. D. J. plays music 7 pm-2 am daily. Oldies
in early even ing . (714) 884- 7233.
·
BAZOOTI'S DANCE-O-RAMA- 3744 Main St., at the
Camelot Inn , downtown Riverside. DJ spins house, disco,
nuwave, industrial. 9 p.m.-3 a.m. Friday. $5.00 cover
before 10 p.m. , $7 after 10 p.m . (714) 788-0214.
BRASS RAIL-24580 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley .
Live country and rock 'n' roll starting at 9 p.m.,
Wednesday-Sunday (714) 924-9969. ·
BULL-N-MOUTH-3615 Canyon Crest Drive , Riverside.
D.J. plays dance music 9 pm-1 :30 am Thursday-Saturday.
(714) 684-7720.
BUMPER's-1201 University Ave., Riverside. D.J. plays
'50s & '60s rock-n-roll 5 pm-1 :30 am daily. 8:30pm - 1:00am
Sunday is live entertainment. (714) 683-4833
CARLOS O' BRIEN's-3667 Riverside Plaza, Riverside.
Entertainment nightly in the cantina. Call for information.
(714) 686-5860.
CAT BALLOU-1765 N. Perris IBlvd. Live entertainment
Wednesdays through Sundays beginning at 3 p.m. Talent
contest every Thursday(714) 657-5152.
CHEERS-12220 Pi°geon Pass Road , Moreno Valley . D.J.
plays dance music 7pm-2am Monday-Saturday. (714)
247-3233
-CHRIS DAVIS CLUB-333 E. Foothill Blvd . Live country
music 8 p.m. Wednesdays-Fridays. $2 cover charge
Wednesdays and Thursdays, $3 cover charge Fridays
(714) 874-770.
CLUB METRO-5714 Mission Blvd .,Rub idoux. (714) 6765311 . ~ disc jockeys playing hip hop, rock and Latin dance
music 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. Monday-Thursday , 8:30 p.m.5:00 a.m.Friday-Saturday.

-

DON JOSE-3848 La Sierra Ave ., Riverside. D.J. pl ays
Top 40 music 9 pm-2 am daily. (714) 687-2280.
DOWNTOWN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS-Main Street,
between Fifth Street and University Avenue (714) 781-7335.
HARRY C's-1414 University Ave ., Riverside. Disc jockey
plays Top 40 music Tuesday-Thursday 6 pm-1 :30 am ,
Friday & Saturday 6 p.m.-5 a.m., and Monday 9 pm-1 :30
am . (714) 686-2212.
THE HOP-3742 Park Sierra Driv e, Rivers ide . Live
Concerts! Disc jockey plays music of the 1950s and '60s
Thursdays-Saturdays . $5 cover charge after 7p.m. (714)
688-5200.
LAKE ALICE TRADING CO.-3849 Orange St. Live
bands perform 9 p.m.- 1:30 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays.
No cover cha rge (714) 686-7343.
MARISCOS EL SINALOENSE-Mexican Restaurant. Norteno Dance on Thursdays , Fridays, Saturdays
& Sundays, 9pm-2am . Regular hours 11 am- 10pm ,
Mondays-Wednesdays. 8201 Arlington Ave., Riverside.
.(714) 687-8585.
MARSHALL'S-9608 Mission Blvd., Rubidoux. Live country
music Friday and Saturday 9 pm-2 am (714) 685-9712.
MONOPOLYS-4190 Chicago Ave., Riverside. Thursdays
free admission . D.J. plays dance music 10 pm-2:00 am ;
Thursdays & Friday, Live Rock 7:30 pm-2:00 am ; Saturday
D.J. plays dance music 9pm-4 am $8 cover 21 and over.
Sunday College nite 18 and over $7, $5 w/ Club card .
(714) 781-7900.
NUMEROUNO-24811 Sunnymead Blvd. (714) 924-2558.
Moreno Valley. Jazz 'n' Stuff performs jazz music 8 pm1 am Friday and Saturday. No cover charge . 2 drink min.

Buckle Up
for Lovel

PARK INN HOTEL-1150 University Ave., Riverside.
Bands perform rock and Top 40 music from 9 pm-1:30
am Wednesday-Saturday. No cover charge. (714) 682-2771 .
THE RED ONION-10102 Indiana Ave., Riverside. D.J.
plays Top 40 dance music 8 pm-1 :30 am daily. On Sunday
'50s, '60s & '70s music are featured 6 pm-9 pm . Country
music on Wednesday 9pm-1 :30am . Free live dance
lessons at 8 pm. (714) 354- 2791 .
REUBEN'S-103 N. Lincoln Ave., Corona. Top 40 music
an9 videos 8:30 pm-1 :30 am nightly. (714) 735-1100.
R!Y'S-Holiday Inn, 1200 University Ave., Riverside.
Liv bands play Top 40 music Tuesday-Saturday 9 pm2 a . D.J. plays Top 40 music Sunday & Monday. (714)
682j-8000.
. . . . . .....
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$11 Million In Grants To Be Available For Department Of Health Services
State Health Director
Molly Joel Coye, M.D.,
MPH, announced that the
California Department of
Health Services Tobacco
Control Section (OHS) is set
to release two Requests for
Proposals (RFP) allowing
California public or private
nonprofit organizati ons to
conduct tobacco control
programs. The monies,
which will total almost $11
million in the first year, are
from the recent refunding of
the Tobacco Education
Campaign (TEC). The
campaign
has
been
continued - thanks to the
passage and signing of
Assembly Bill 99 (AB 99),
which authorizes
the
extension of TEC programs
funded by tobacco tax
rcvcnnues. All revenues are a
portion of the increscd
cigarette tax revenues
resulting fmm the passage of
Proposition 99 in 1988.
"Now is the time for
the
African-American
community organizations to
develop programs that
protect our youth from
tobacco-related disease and
help our adults give up the
deadly practice of smoking,"
said Phil Palmer, director,
California African American
Tobacco Education Network.
"Our community should not
assume that these funds will
be around forever."
The
RFPs
arc
different in nature and scope
- the first asks for proposals
that will result in rigorously
evaluated "model" programs

Campaign
for specific populations, with the message of the Tobacco California Department of The
appropriation includes funds
a heavy emphasis on Education Campaign to all Health Services and the
reaching ethnic groups. residents."
California Department of for increased tobacco
education in schools, local
They include: AfricanAnybody interested Education and funded
health departments and
American, Latino , Asian, in receiving a copy of either entirely by a portion of the
community groups, as well as
Native American, youth, out- RFP should
contact the increase in cigarette tax
targeted
marketing
of-school youth pregnant Tobacco Control Section of revenues resulting from the
programs.
women, women with children the California Department of passage of Proe_osition . 99.
under the age of six and HEalth Services by writing to
current smokers.
P.O.
Box
942732,.---------------------------,
The second RFP asks Sacramento, CA 942234; or
bidders to create smoking 601
N.
7th
Street,
prevention and control Sacramento, CA 95814. For
services in their local more infromation about the
community and/or service .RFPs call Carol Motylewski
area. Proposals can address at (916) 327-5429.
issues such as smokeless
California's Tobacco
tobacco, th~ tobacco policies Education Campaign is
at worksites and other administered
by
the
settings, or be more broad- - - - - - - - - - - ranged in scope.
"We are trying to
plant the seeds of real
community action," said
State Health Director Coye.
"And in so doing, we
The American Cancer
eliminate the weed of death
Society and other health orthat the tobacco industry has
ganizations agree : Eati ng
unashamedly been using to
plenty of fresh fruits and
seduce California's youth
vegetables can help protect
and its ethnic minorities."
you from many diseases,
Awards arc not
perhaps even cancer.
expected to exceed $600,000
Some people believe the
for proposals for the first
bes t way to ge t the most
nutrients out of fresh fruits
RFP described, and $400,000
and vegetables is to make
for the latter. Contracts are
juices out of them- by proexpected to last from May
cessing them who le: rind.
1992 until Dcccm bcr 1994,
skin, peel , pits and a ll! They
following the authorization
also be lieve certain juices
of additional monies for the
can be good for common ail second two years.
ments. Some of the ideas
"We have already
that have ac hieved popul arfundcd over 200 very critical
it y: Gra pe-app le- lemo n
and deserving
programs
j ui ce (pee l and all ) tas tes
fantasti c and gives you enthroughout California,"
ergy . Cucumber juice. made
added State Health Director
with the skin on , can help
Coye. "We want to see these
your body cool itself.
additional monies help bring
.'

"IT'S A GIRL:'

HEALTH

H I NTs

INVESTORS!
General Contractor looking
_
for invasftirs.
> \
On!trSac~ra; ,_ Solid~ ~fa~•· 1nvashgaged hu1Hhng
projects.
Call (711) 780-2692.
.
~

,•,
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Has Cigarette Bashing
Gone Too Far?
ll seems lately, cily afler cily across America is passing ordinances lO segregale smokers
from non-smokers. Many cities have banned smokers from public places allogelher. Private
businesses are being forced lo create costly designaled areas for smokers and non-smolcers.
Do you agree wilh all of lhis7 ll's time for lhe majorily lO speak. up!
Call now lo record your opinion. 1-900-INVOLVE, exl. 555
Callers will be billed 95¢hninulc.

Birth, death or critical, illnesswhen they need to know, we reach them.
No matter where our Armed Forces are-the Persian Gulf or anywhere
else-if it's an emergency, the American Red Cross delivers the message.
Whatever it takes, more than 4, 000 times a day, emergency messages
are delivered-whether it's the birth of a child or the death of a parent.
Twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year, we never stop working
hard to bring home closer to these men and women. We also provide
other critical services for their families.
Isn't it good to know that when it's an emergency, the American
Red Cross will be there.

+

American
RedCross

----,
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Monat Named Warner Bros. Vice President

·-1·: 1 THEATRE

GUIDE

CALL THEATRES FOR
SHOW TIMES ANO
CURRENT FEATURES

VAN BUREN DRIVE-IN
3 GIANT SCREENS
3035 Van Buren. Riverside. CA
Ph (714) 688-2360

RUBII;>OUX DRIVE-IN
$2.50 PER PERSON
CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
Mission at Opal, Riveside, CA

Ph (714) 683-4455

AUCTION & SWAPMEET DIRECTORY
COLTON AUCTION-1902W. Valley Blvd.,
Colton. Thursday, Saturday & Sunday. 8
a.m. 'to 3 p.m. (714) 877-0790.

MISSION Drive In Swapmeet - Corner of
· Mission & Ramona in Montclair. Every
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday & Friday.
(714) 628-6754.
BUBIDIOUX Drive la - Comer of Mission
and Opal in West Riverside. Every Saturday & Sunday. (714) 683-3781.

EL CAJON LIVES'l'OCK, HORSE & TACK
AUCTION - 20215 Harbison Canyon Road,
El Cajon. Saturday, 7:00 p .m . (619)
266-0258.

VAN BUREN Drive In Swapmeet - 3035
Van Buren Blvd., Riverside. Saturday &
Sunday. (714) 688-2360.

L.A. HORSE & MULE AUCTION - 3226
Gilman Road, El Monte. Friday, 7:30 p.m.
(818) 448-260_8.

LAKE PERRIS Outdoor Market - Lake
Perris Fairgrounds. Every Saturday. Free
admission, free parking 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
24 hour information (714) 792-2919.

MIKE'S LIVESTOCK, HORSE & TACK
AUCTION ·- 10415 Limonite Ave., Mira
Loma. Saturday, 7:00 p.m. (714) 685-1215.

CHINO AUCTION - 7407 E. Riverside
Ave., Ontario. Tuesday, Saturday & .Sunday. 8 a .m. to 3 p.m. (714) 877-0790.
·

P.UBLIC AUCTION - 2970 Rubidoux Blvd.,
Riverside. 1st & 3rd Saturday of the month,
9:00 a.m. (714) 788-9113.

4 GIANT SCREENS
Mission at Ramona , Pomona. CA
Ph (714) 628-0511

/

This Monthts Trinity Specials:
I. New 1991
Double Wides
All Areas
Installed From
$28,900
..

3.

I

OPEN
7 Days
a Week
Call for Appts

Trinity Mobile Homes
8151 Arlington Avenue
Riversidet CA 92503
..

#-~--.~. .·...............

J.,, • "

·,-j

J==

.,

(213) 223-3644

(714) 351-4158
,.•.~.,If~•-~.•.·.•,,.,:_, .•·.:-·•··· •• .,,,·

New 1991's
·» ouble Wides
Garages, Brick Skirting
Porches
2 & 3 Bedrooms
Fountain Valley Ar~a

BankRepos
All Areas
Low Down
and
Easy Qualifying

2.

.
'
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Luxury3&4
Bedroolll Hoines
Erolll s127,990

..
•

Small Business Owners Protest Rate Hike
SACRAMENTO -- A proposed 11.9 percent rate hike being reviewed this week by
the Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau drew stiff criticism from the
slate's largest small-business organization.
"California already has one of the highest workers' compensation insurance
rates in the country," said Martyn Hopper, state director of the National Federation of
Independent Business (NFIB)/California. "This increase would be more than double
the rate of inflation and there is no good reason for it."
The Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau is hearing testimony
this week in San Francisco and is expected to issue a decision within the next few
weeks, Hopper said. He added, however, that the insurance industry holds 8 of the 12
seats on the bureau and dominates its rate decisions.
"The insurance companies arc almost as bad as the forensic doctors and
attorneys when it comes to taking advantage of the workers' compensation system,"
Hopper said. "We hope that the State Insurance Commissioner takes a fresh look at
this problem and a close look at the bureau's accounting methods."
NFIB, with 560,000 members and offices in all 50 states, is the largest smallbusiness advocacy organization in the country.

Our Luxwy Homes Start at 1573 Square Feet

Airport Transportation For The Handicapped
. Inland
Exl?ress
Services, Inc., . an ~urport
shul~lc van service, 1s now
equ1ppe~ lo transport
wheelchair passengers.. .
The wheelchair hft,
manufac~ured_ by the Braun
Corporation, is apl:'r?ved _by
the Veterans Adm1mstrat1on
as we_ll as state and federal
agencies.
.
1:he
device_ is
mstallcd m a regular unit and

will provide door-to-door
transportation to the Los
Angeles
and . Ontario
Airports and the San Pedro
piers for the same fare as any
other traveling passenger.
Inland Express is a
24-hour airport shuttle
serving the Inland Empire
and sections of Orange
County and Los Angeles
county. The comp any
operates on a "reservation

Now you, can afford to own
a spacious home at Arrow Vista
in San Bernardino.
Built by Dukes - Dukes &
Associates, homes in this master
planned community have a long
list of luxury features, at affordable prices.
The Crest View floor plan
(not shown) has 1573 Sq Ft of
living space, a family room with a
fireplace, bonus room and a

only" policy. Reservations
are placed by private parties
as well as travel agents,
business
travelers,
corporations and hotels.
Inland Express offers group
rates and charter or tour
packages to points of interest
and special events.

master suite with retreat & fireplace.
We also have the two story
Sky View and Arrow View with
1672 and 1859 Sq Ft of living
space, a laundry room and a
three car garage.
Don't wait, you can afford
to buy a luxurious home, with the
features you want at Arrow Vista.
Sales office open Monday
thru Sunday 11 AM to 6 PM, or
call us at (714) 880-3292.

Luxury Homes That You C11,n Afford

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS
"

'n

REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY
EXPENSES BETWEEN

HOURS
8:30 - 6:00 Mon. - Fri.
9:00 - 1 :00 Sat.
13 100 Magnolia, Suite G , Corona, CA 91719
(1l4)

• Central Air & Heating
• Vaulted Ceiling
• Front Yant Landscaping
with Sprinkler System
• Cement Tile Roofs
• Ceramic Tile Entry
• Concrete priveway
and Walkway
• Covered Entry Way

behi nd Ci rcle K

• French Doors

• Wood Burning Fireplace
with tempred glass doors
& gas lighter
• Dishwasher
• Microwave OTen
• Laundry Room
(selected plans)

Highland Ave

• Bi-weekly accelerated mortgage program

ci

• Acquire Inexpensive life insurance

• His & Hers Walk-in Oosets

N

of

• Refinance and consolidate your debts

Inclu d e

....

30 & 70%
Get a tax break and write-off the interest

.

E
g

16th Street

~
C:
~
iii

0

.II

i
::i;

Baseline
10FWY

And double or triple your coverage

• U.S. Post Office

• Save in Mutual Funds & IRA's

• Mail Box Rentals - Mail Forwarding

Earn 15 - 25% on your money

• Packaging, Packing Supplies
• UPS - Federal Express -

Features

Own your own home in 15 - 20 years instead of 30

279-8733

Corner of Magnoha & Mcl<inley -

I

• Create a living trust

Shipping

• Western Union - Money Transfers • Rubber Stamps/Name Tags
• Business Cards
•Coples
• Notary
•Keys Made
• Office Suppl/es
• Fax Serv_ice - Sending & Receiving

Telegrams

Avoid probate court

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS!
PREPARE FOR YOUR FAMILY'S FUTURE
CALL TODAY!

.(714) 887-0410
- GERALD UTT -

Call us at (714) 880-3292
VA, FHA, & Conventional Financing Available
7.95% interest for 30 years with
GNMA Bond Financing for first
time buyers only. Buyers must meet
special criteria to qualify for this
GNMAloan.
VA, FHA, and conventional financing also are available .
Because we are constantly im-

proving our product, we reserve the
right t-0 change floor plans, specifications and price with out notice.
For full details on down payments, loan qualifications and
available financing rates see the
agent on sight.

You can
Share The
Dream

.

\

.-
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FREE RENT AL INFORMATION. We have houses, apts,
condos in all areas! Call Professional Property Management at
(714) 946-6701 and rent your
next home from us!
11-eot

BIG BEAR-Enjoy your vacation in
the mtns high above the smog. We
have vacation cabin rentals from
$60/night. (714) ~
2111

lOO's OF AVAILABLE AYTS in
So. California. Call L.A. Rentline.
So. California's rental hotline, 1800-423-RENT. Never a charge
to the renter.
1111t
ARE YOU SATISFIED?-Get the
most for your money! We have ·
2, 3, & 4 bedroom homes for rent
from $800/mo. Your beck is our
call! Donna or Abbey (714) 3549000
t1110
RENT! WHY RENT? Rent to buy.
For $300 down you could own
your new home in Yucca Valley
just 25 miles from Palm Springs.
Please call (619) 365-5229. 3/at

39311 Lark - Big Bear Lake

BIG BEAR
VACATION RENTALS

(714) 866-2700

40687 Big Bear Bl • Big Bear Lake

(714) 866-5711
Cabins, homes & condos. Daily to
monthly. Pool/spa, frpl.
7/N

GOLDEN BEAR
COTTAGES

Vaeatfoa Beata&
2700 sq. ft. lake front home. Near
ski slopes and downtown. Sleeps
14. For rent by owner. $260/per
night. Call (714) 626-9865 or
evenings (714) 624-9393.
12111t
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\VE \VORK FOR YOU!
11111 '\,«111 -

\\, ,111 /1

* RESIDENTIAL * COMMERCIAL *
PHONE

787-0745

CAN Team
The Child Abuse and Neglect (CAN)
Team at Riverside General Hospital ,
works with children who have been physically, sexually or emotionally abused.
The team sees between thirty-five and fifty
children each month.
The CAN Team is in need of toys and
articles of clothing for children being
treated at the hospital. New toys, such as
small dolls and stuffed animals would
delight the young patients. New clothing,
such as socks, underwear and T-shirts, ,
are needed for children ages two through
ten years.
Items may be brought to the Child Abuse
and Neglect Team at 'Riverside General
Hospital or call (714) 358-7169 Jor ! urtlwr _,
. f
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Riverside

COMPLETE
YARD SERVICE

*

lt

(714) 925-0145

1, 2 & 3 br, pools, jacuzzis, cov'd
parking, children OK, tennis, near ;
shops. Office c l ~ Sun.
1111 ;

Palm Springs

*Lawns* Gardening* Clean-Up*
*Hauling* Treework Cement Work*
Sprinkler lnstallaton & Repair

\

OAK TERRACE APT$

SUNFLOWER APTS

PALM SPRINGS-4 br, 2 ba
house. One mile to Tramway. Lge
lot. $850/mo. (714) 524-6288.

1••··1
l
I

I

RIVERSIDE-Near UCR. 2 br, 1 ba •
house. $525/ mo + $525 dep. :
Water pd, credit report required. '
(714) 337-2994.
RIVERSIDE- Mira Loma area . ·
9524 52nd SI. 3 br, 2 ba horse
ranch . Dbl garage, 1631 sq ft , lg :
lot, lndry hook-up, frpl, $930/ mo.,
Call (213) 487-5160.
RIVERSIDE-4 br. 2 ba house.i
$925 / mo + $1125 dep . New
homes, 1'1/., story , miniblinds .
(213) 565-1800 or (213) ~5-007~::.

.
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GRAND OAK APTS

(714) 883-3066

15200 Grand Ave - Lake Elsinore

(714) 678-5664

2 br/2 ba, unfurn. A/C, patio, pool,
carport, cpl & drps. No pets
2111

LAKE ELSINORE
MOBILEHOME REPO'S. $500 to .
$1.000 down . Payments from
$550/ mo. E- Z Qualifying O.A.C. ·
Equitable Mobile Homes (714)
244-7575.
1218~ 1

LAKE ELSINORE-3 br, 2½ ba '
townhouse. Nice floorplan w/ .
attached gar. Drive by 812 Robin
Drive in Lake Elsinore and then ,
call Realty World , The Schnepf '
Company (714) 682-8480.

LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 2
ba houle w/fam rm & bonus rm
on cukllHac In tract. Lg fncd back
yd , frpl, 174 N. Pennsylvania.
Available. $900/mo w/rebate offer.
Private party. (714) 674-4409
anytime.
ht,.

·· -

.
·
·
·
'

1

1, 2, & 3 br, upscale amenities,
pool, spa, jacuzzi, private patios,
basic cable, views. 10-6 daily. 4lnt

. LAKEWOOD VILLA APTS
15177 Lincoln St - Lake Elsinore

(714) 674-0042

Mira.Loma
MIRA LOMA-Lovely older ex-lg
2 br, 1 ba home w/study & sun
porch, completely remodeled,
nice neighborhood, 1 acre, new
crpt & paint, china hutch ,
cabinets, frpl, water & trash paid .
$700/mo + dep. (714) 926-9104.

MIRA LOMA-Lge 3 br, 2 ba
house. 10270 Jurupa Rd. Horses .
O.K. $750/ mo.

.,Drive by & call_.

+ $800/sec dep.
(714) 540-1_7~2.

MIRA LOMA-2 br. 1 ba house.
Horses o k. 1 car gar. 10280
Jurupa. $550/ mo. $600dep. (714)
244-1115.

PERRIS-3 br house, horse pr°i>p':""
erty. $900/mo + cleaning dep.
$25.00 credit check. (714) 9283080.
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1683 Pumalo - Highland

Perris
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PINECREST APTS
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MIRA LOMA-Lge 3 br, 2 ba
house on 0.65 acres. liv rm , frplc,
lam rm , 2 car gar, stv, refrig .
Horses O.K., close to schools &
shopping. $930/mo. Call (213)
487-5160.
MIRA LOMA-2 br, 1 ba duplex.
$550/mo. + $600/sec dep. Horses
O.K. (714) 540-1782.
MIRA LOMA-Lge 2 br, 1 ba
home. 10280 Jurupa Rd . Horses
O.K. $750/mo. + $600/sec dep.
Drive by & call. (714) 540-1782.
MIRA LOMA-St~dio apt. Newly
painted & unique studio in lovely
surroundings in quiet acre w/
other rentals. Avail immediately.
See to appreciate, water & trash
paid. Consider reduce rent for a
caretaker who can do light maintenance. $350/ mo + dep. (714)
926-9104.

Moreno Valley
MOlffNO Vi\1.1 .FY MOB I LE
HOME fl EPOS S!.JSO lo S1.000
down . P;iymrnts l rom S550/ nw
E Z Ouallfy1 n9 0 .1\ C. Eq u1la ·
tile Mobil e Homes ( 7 14 ) 244
t5/5.
I,'""'

MORENO VALLEY-3 br, 2 ba
house. 2 story on a cul-de-sac,
lge fncd yd. Avail 5/ 1/91 . $850/
mo. + $850 sec dep. (619) '1>83856.
MORENOVALLEY-3br, 1 bawl
one car attached gar. ·single
family house on Allessandro
Blvd . Office at 13989 Moreno
Rose Pl. $575/sec dep + $100/
cleaning dep. Both refundable.
(714) 242-2177.

PERRIS-1 br mobile home, room
for horses, $250/mo + cleaning
dep. $25.00 credit check . (714)
928-3080.
PERRIS-1 year old quiet neighborhood, 4 br, 2 ba, separate
living room & dining room, mini
blinds. 1700 sq ft, A/C. $900/mo,
$900/sec dep. (714) 943-2529.

~ { : ~;
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LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 1½
ba, custom 2 story house. Btfl prvt
corner lot, lg stone frpl; paneling
in liv rm, balcony w/view of Ortega
Mnts, RV parking. Available. 17725
Hayes Ave. $825/mo private party.
(714) 674-4409 anytime.
t12.90
LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 2
ba house w/prvt beach on lake to
boat, swim, fish. RV parking, fncd
back, outside entrance to 2 brs, lg
rms. $845/mo with rebate offer.
Available. 32970 Lilian, private
party. (714) 674-4409 anytim\ __

l.alle Elsmore -

Hemet

3030 W Acacia Ave - Hemet

4 br, 3 ba + den. $890/mo. + $890/
dep. (81 !I)_330·0?62: No_~els.

.,.Bear

A& M

FONTANA-Southridge area. 3'
br 2 ba house. Liv rm, tam rm , ·
stv. microwave. frpl , dbl garage
w/ opener, fire sprinklers, new ,
cpl, blinds, $875/ mo + $700 sec
dep. (818) 913-3168 or (213) 2292666.
cS/ 22/ 91

(714) 929-3994

COLTON-Single 2-story house.

fireplace, large home, lakefront,
near ski slopes and downtown,
sleeps 6. For rent by owner. $135/
per night. Call (714) 62&-9865 or
eveninsis (714) 624-9393.
12111t

''

HIGHLAND-4 br, 2 ba house. Liv '
rm, din rm, lge kitch . $1 ,000/mo.
+ $1,000/sec dep. (714) 862-6215.

Colton

BIG BEAR LAKE-2 br, 1'h bath,

I

11

•• l

11

Fontana

BLOOMINGTON-100'S OF
1 & 2 br, Adults 55+. Energy: •
HOMES for rent. Many with option
efficient, handicapped units avail, :
to buy. PLUS duplexes, apts,
clubhouse/planned activities. Out- i
condos. AFDC/Sect.-8Noucher · · door rec w/pool, spa, BBQ's, 1
welcome! Home/Net (714) .888- · shuffleboard. Near shopping & :
8815. Membership fee.
111Nt
medical lac.
2111 •

BIG BEAR LAKE-5 br, 2½ bath

I

l l. I

1••

··••1

Bl8Jlland

551 North Santa Fe - Hemet

Bloomlaston

I Ill

'L

1

HIGI-IlAND-100'S OF HOMES for
rent. Many with option to buy.
PLUS duplexes, apts, condos.
AFDC/Sect.-8/Voucher welcome!
Home/Net (714) 888-8815. Mem-·
bership fee.
11111t

(714) 866-2010

ALL AREAS2,3 and 4 br homes
from $625 to $1100/mo. Century
21 Hembree, Agent (714) 7879197/Office (714) 780-2666. 11eot

••

I
'I
1
, . . II •
•1
• I ..
•1 .
•1 I,

CORONA-Orange County' ~
border. Sierra Del Oro area. 4 br,
3 ba house. 2 yrs new; 1800 sq
It . $1 ,075/ mo + $1,200 sec dep.
(714) 651-0612.

39367 Big Bear Bl - Big Bear Lake
Pool, frpl, TV, kitchens, close ·10 '.
everything. Call for reserv.
11N

1•

Corona

Lakefront homes, ski chalets,
condos, cabins. Wkends & wkly,
fully equipped, all areas.
7/N

GAYLE'S
RESORT RENTALS

II.
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Every Monday, Wednesday & Sunday
Practice and Jackpot Team Roping. Team

.1

Half · ~ere with 2 · rented houses
ripe
for development. Master planned for
industrial. Look this one over "DON'T OVERLOOK IT."
ONLY $120,000.
Call (714) 686-9641- NOW!
Ridgeway Co., Realtors
3784 Arlington Ave., Riverside CA 92506

~N_ Roping, Monday & Wednesday at 7 p.m., Barrell

'N:
Races at 8 p.m. Sunday, Team Roping at 1 p.m.,
1
\ •1\ Barrell Races at 2 p.m. Wednesday night points

• · go toward 1st & 2nd place Buckles 8 week
; series. The Horse Camp, 236 6th Street, Norco.

, ~:/ Every Saturday and Sunday:
•: ' Team Roping! At 1 pm & Thur sday evenings
at 5 pm at Santa Ros a Equestrian Center,
Gavilan Hills. Practice 1 h r. t h en draw p ots.
Info: M.J . Ca rmichael (714) 275-0919, Arena
(714) 657-1866.

Every Fourth Sunday:
, Team Ropin g at Pra do P ark Arena in Chino,
· information (714) 597-5757.

Every Monday,.Wednesday & Friday:
Ba rrell R aces & Team Ro ping. Team roping
at 7 p m , barrel races at 8. Sundays-team roping
1_2:3{) J)m, barrel raci,s at 2:00 pm. For infor_mation call (71 4) 734- ]35.

No Up-Front Fees .
Pre-Approv~ls Available.
Personalized Professonal Service
EQUITABLE MORTGAGE SERVICE
Residential • Commercial
and Income Properties
Specializing in
Non-Conforming Loans.

For a Free Quote .. .. ... • •
ns ai'(11'4) s~s:0406 .

A,")l~ •ton'tact ~,
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Rancho
Cucamonga

MORENO VALLEY-4 br, 2¼ ba
2 story house. tam rm , frplc, lge
bkyd, C/ A & heat. $950/ mo. + sec .
(818) 792-3669 or (818) 791 - 1358
after 6 p.m.

RANCHO CUCAMONGA-2
MORENO VALLEY - Hidden

mstr bvr, 2 ba. Frplc, lndry hookups, storage, cov'd patio, pool,
. spa , clubhouse, gym, jogging
trail, tennis . Grt locale nr schools
& shops. $775/mo. + dep. (714)
981 - 3953 (eves) or (714) 9873229 (days & M-Thl

Springs Area. Nice family neigh.
All schools w/ in walking distance. View of greenbelt. 3 br, 2
ba . $875/ mo. Drive by 22750
Mountain View, then call Realty
World , The Schnepf Company
(714) 682-8480 .

MORENO VALLEY-Only 5

Rialto

rm, mini blinds, 1,700 sq ft, A/
C. $900/mo . + $900/sec dep .
(714) 943-2529 or (213) 982-9385
after 4 p.m .

RIAL T0-3 br, 1¾ ba . Xlnt condition. $525/mo. (818) 330-4184.

HIAI.TO M OB IL E H O ME
REPO"S $500 to $ 1,000 do wn
Pay men ts lro m $550/ mo E- Z
Ou a l1l y 1n g O A C Equ i t ab l e
Mobil e Ho mes (714) 244-7575.

POMONA-3 br, 1¾ ba condo . 2
story unit. $900/mo. + dep. (714)
861-2503 or (714) 982-4456.

1;.,, 11ci1

3131 Hamner Ave - Norco

(714) 736-6400
1-800-446-6900

• CREDIT REPAIR f
CREDIT CL~RED•
• ERASE BAD CREDIT •

Ontario
ONTARIO-3 br, 2 ba. Frplc, wall

MORENO VALLEY-3 br, 2 ba on

to wall crpt , 2 car attached gar,
c 'vrd patio. Hurry on this one.
Drive by 2532 S. Greenwood. Call
Realty World - The Schnepf Co.
(714) 682-8480.

a nice closed in yd . $675/mo .
Drive by 24834 Eugena Ave. Then
call Realty World, The Schnepf
Company (714) 682-8480.

MORENO VALLEY-1 br, 1 ba ..

Why Suffer Bad Credit Another day Lonqer???
DO IT YOURSELF I
WITH WEST COAST COMMUNICATIONS ,
CREDIT RESTORATION KIT

ONTARIO-4 br, 2 ba, nice cul- '

24445 Postal. $365/mo . + $375
sec dep. Please drive by then call
us at Realty World , The Schnepf
Company (714) 682-8480.

FREE

de-sac. Great price at $950/ mo,
won ' t last. Dr ive by 2527 S .
Greenwood. Call Real ty Wor ld T he Schnepf C o . (7 14) 682-8480.

Murrieta

CREDIT COSULTATION

ONTARIO-3 br, 2 ba, frp l, w/ w

CALL OR WRITE:

crpt, 2 car a\t ga rage, co vd patio .
Hurry o n this one. C all Realty
World - The Schnepf Co. (714)
682-8480. Go by and look at this
one - 2532 S. G reenwood .

MURRIETA-Murrieta Hot Springs.
Wow! $500 off on 1½ acre 3 br,
1 2 ba ranch-s tyle ho me. 4 car
garage, w/1, 400 sq ft detached
house. $600/mo. Let's talk ! (714)
969-5149.
10/IOt

WEST COAST COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
;.t 1161 Pierce StrNt, Suite 102
RIVERSIDE

714 359-1101

Business t1ours : Mon . - Fri. B a.m. lob p.m.

SALE: Office Machine
Repair Shop , low rent,
good location; Moreno
Valley . -(714) 656-3109
(bus. ) or (714) 242-1945
(res.) Also - Building can
be/eased.

MURRIETA -3 br, 2 bath house for
lease. Lg cov'd patio, no pets.
Gardener included in $850/mo +
sec. Ask for Dorothy (714) 676-

4JIOt

LAKERIDGE & SUNDANCE
38960 Calle Hermosa - Murrieta

(714) 6n-1644
1 & 2 br. Walking dist to Hot
Springs resort & golf course. pools,
cov'd prkg, C/ A & heat, garage
(with selelcted units)
.,..

CREDIT PROBLEMSCan't get credit. Do it
yourself and save $$$$.
Write-Credit Kit, P.O.
Box 8098. Riverside CA
92515.

MURRIETA -3 br, 2½ bath, 2 story
house. living room & family room,
dining rm . $850/ mo. (818) 9126331 or 302-8317.
2110t

Norco
-

Close to school, xlnt condition .
$525/mo. (818) 330-4184 . _ _

ECONO LODGE

months new. 4 br, 2½ ba , over
2400 sq ft, located in prestigious
Hidden Springs area . Beautiful
view, within walking distance of
elementary , middle & high
schools . $1200/mo, $1500/sec .
Phone Realty World - The
Schnepf Co. (714) 682-8480.

m 7.

RIALTO-One 2 br, 1 ba apt.

Pomona

c5l 22t91

{J~J
leather wot'~
3784 A r l ington Ave
R iverside . C A 92506

YOUNG & ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 7971 • Moreno Valley, CA 92303

714 247-1303

Are Your Telephone Bills Too High
Sever The Connection
Don't Put Your Business On Hold!
FLAT RATE
Only
Anywhere - Anytime
.15 a minute
United States, Alaska, Hawaii

Couch - Beige Herulon
good condition $100. Must
sell in Moreno Valley.
DON'T PAY HIGH
LEGAL FEES
All legal forms completed
by Paralegals secializing
in bankruptcy. Chapter

STAN CAIN
Made to Order & Repairs
•
•
•
•

Tack
Pu r se s
Wa llets
Sadd les

•
•
•
•

Holsters
Saddle Bags
C ustom B el ts
Gu itar Straps

M essag e (71 4 ) 686-3657
Res (71 4 ) 688-7581

FOR SALE:
• Ladies Square Dance
Clothes,
shoes
and
petticoats, dresses all
origin a ls
in
perfect
con di tio n (wash an d
wear) $25 and up. CALL:
688-9124
• Sewing Patterns, oldies
but goddies (some never
too!
used)
Fabrics
CALL: 688 -9124. 25
cents and up.
• Folding Poker Table Excellent condition. $65
or best offer. CALL:
688-9124
• Hummells: CALL 6889124

WE HRVE OVER 1,000 SCRIPTS RVRILRBLEI

MASSAGE••THERAPEUTIC & ethical-gentle,
intuitive,
Lincoln Height (Los Angeles)
Swedish/American,
house on 3 hillside lots with
Shiatzu, foot reflexology.
view. Great potential for
We make house calls, or
handyman, no qualifying,
$5000 down $125,000 give
you can come to our
away price (714) 243-7786.
place, Riverside, (714)
359-3456.
FOR SALE

CREDIT REPAIR 100
percent legal. No
gimmicks. Do it yourself
and save $$$$. We show
you how with our credit
kiL Call 24 hours (714)
359-1101.

CUSTOMER SALES
AND SERVICE in fastpaced cable TV office.
Good telephone and
general office skill
required. Benefits. Apply
at 3332 N. E. SL 9-4 M-F
EOE

WE OPERATE A COMPUTER TElEBROADCASTING CENTER.
TElEBROADCASTING IS A COST EFFEatVE ADVERTISING TOOl
THAT MOVES COMMUNICATION INTO THE COMPUTER AGE.

29 Palms Lot - 80/30 with
view on hillside, utilities, no
ad sacrifice $6500 only $500
down (714) 243-7786.
Palm Springs Area; 3 bdrm./2
bath home in quiet area only
$750/month (714) 243-7786. .

ERASE BAD CREDITTry our do it yourself kitSave 50 percent- Call 24
hours (714) 359-1101.

In Your Area !!!
1-(900) 820-3344
$3 per minute
Must Be 18 Yrs.

REDLANDS: 3 bedroom , 1
ba th home, NO qualifying
$6000 down $750/month, great
starter home or investment
$91 ,000 (714) 243-7286.

HEADACHES-STRESS
TENSION-Try
Therapeutic Massage Call
(714) 359-3456.

NOHC0-3 br 2 ba hot1se dbl
gnrage. cov 'd pat, o. near I 15.
ma1or applianc es & 1nsu1ancc
pro_v~dcd . (714) 838-4581.

LOCAL GIRLS

Furnished Mobile Home
1 bdrm., 1 bath, single-wide
comer Orangethrope/Palcentia
Ave. , Close to 57 and 9 1 fw ys.
$11,000 or make offer.
714/524-1425 or 805/544-9129.

.

NOHCO 2 br 1 ha ho use- Horse
properly on , nc, es w/ hous,•
pnvnt e S t . lg k1t c h & lam rm .
wash/ dry ho ok up. 1n -doo1 pati o.
work shop (714) 685 4299.

c~~

Mini-Dachshund
puppies. Black and
tan female, black and
tan male, red and rust
male.
Beautiful
markings.
Little
bun d les
or
love
wa iting for you to
take them home. 3511268.

AKC

PERRIS-1 yr old quiet neigh. 4
br, 2 ba, separate liv rm , & din

'

A _,

•

24 Hours A Day ....••.. 7 Days A Week
l Plus Dailing
Call Today

$375 + Filing Fee, Chapter
$475 + Filing Fee wills,
life estates, divomd uch
more. Please call 2437700
) J l

?

West Coast Communication
· 714/359-1101 (24 Hours)
11161 Pierce Street, Riverside, CA 92505
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To Place Ad
Call (714) 682-6111
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Do You Need Help

!~

I

•••

SnpluN'~

8720 Van Buren , Riverside, CA 92509

PluMbiNG &
DRAiN CllANiN<t

Free Home Protection Plan • Free Market Evaluation
For Details Call LORETTA THOMPSON , Sales Assoc iate ·
Business (714) 685-5237
Residence (714) 685-7060

•

785-5070

d_

•
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It A NIM 1

Menu's Installed - Ha rd Disk
M a n age m ent - Co mp uter
Tune-up - Other Services
Business & Home Computers IBM & Compatibl es

A( ( OI INI\!

( / 14) b8 1-9 Jb4

Free E stimates
Bob(714)247-6925

Secure Your Investment In Your Home and Valuables ·

Distributor For
SUCCESS
MOTIVATION
INSTITUTE

Calif6rn1a State Fire Marshall Approved
A State of the An fire Retarden t for natural fiber.
Protect your family and future by build ing a more fire safe home.
Ask for more information and a demonstration.

Send Name, Add •
Phone No , To.
R& J
12625 Frederick St
#1-5 Dept. 293
Moreno Valley,

CA 92388

FAX (714) 686-0576

Bus. (714) 686-5630

Discover your Full Potential
MOTIVATIONAL SALESWORKSHOPS AVAILABLE
Phyllis Eversole

(714t_849-1496

For tnlormatoon

Clear • Non-Taxoc • Bio-Degradable
Totally Safe • Certified Product

ASSOCIA ES

Lorraine J. Morgan, Certified Senior Escrow Officer
P.O. Box 2387

6509 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, Calif.

Riverside, CA 92516

CREA - Certified Real Estate Appraiser

GLADYS BECHEL
'-".•,.• __ .-,.,fY Certification No.
-~"..~•.-

21598

(714) 737-9732

'rA1.Lou's Lock .
~ & Safe, Inc
1

•

•
•
•
, •

Specialty
Merchandise

'
Specializing
in Safes
Sales & Service
· Personalized XMAS Cards
Mobile Locksmith
and Calendars
for your business.
Master Keying
(714) 359-6993
10210 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA
Lie.# 482267

IVES

;(714) 781-6115
'(714) 242-0400
;Have Samples Will Travel! ,
·_
Appointment Only!!

FREE

OFFICE
;
MACHINES 1 . Carpet or Furniture Cleaning
• Adding Machines •
• Cash Registers •
Dry Clean, No Water
• Typewrit~r:_s_ •_.
,,
For Info Call

* EXPERT REPAIR *
(714) 688-8552
11860

~~$,~ Magnolia Ave

\"t,.~ .

Suite 0
R1ve,rs1de ,.

Chris' Landscapi119 SelVice.

Masters

783-3940

Vorwerk
sales & supplies
12210 Michigan Ave. #J

•
•
•
•
•
t

SPRINKLERS INSTALL E D AND REPAIRED
SLOW DRIP S YSTEMS • TR ACTOR GRADIN(;
HYDROSEEDJN(; • S OD • ROTOTILi.iNC
MALIBU l.lGHTIN(; • PLANTS AND TREES
TRF.NCHINC • 24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

" Fo r Yo ur Complc1c
L11"/scapi11g- N,,,/s C.1// "

CHRIS 714-829-9150

·• Ceiling fans installed
• Spa hook-ups
All Residential
Licensed

SERVICE
ELECTRIC

R & M PHONE
COMMUNICATIONS
Resid e nti a l • B11s111 c ss
• Prewire
• Jacks
• Add Ons
• Cellular Phones
Car Security Systems
• Phone Systems

• FAX Lines

('214) '281 .. 393'2·

·-1

OUR
ADVERTISERS

DANIEL

369-1100

(714) 242-7394
(714) 656-5825

T. HUGHES, 8.A., D.C.

PRECISION CHIROPRACTIC

\ HUGHES CHIROPRACTIC CORPORATION
401 NORTH BROOKHURST SUITE 110
IANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 92801

Yazzie's
Photography

WEDDINGS
PORTRAITS
SOCIAL GAJHERINGS
Mastercard &
VISA Acc epted

714/688-8457

DON WILLIAMS

•

· YO UR BUYER BR O KER "

RES IDENTIAL F'\E SALE S
FHAt VA Repos / Ren t to O w n

ff14~~;24:sgoo1

DIVORCE
~BANKRUPTCY
LIVING TRUST, WILL
LIVING WI LL, CORP.
HOMESTEAD s1s ~s
SERVING THE PUBLIC ,
ATTO RNEYS . FINANCIAL
PLANN ERS AND OTHER
RELA TED BUSINESS .
NOT AN ATTO RNEY . WE DO N OT
GIVE LE G AL ADV ICE

279-5277

Saturday Appts Avai labl e
. ..

..

RIVERSIDE TRAFFIC SCHOOL
$20.00
Court/ OMV APPROVED
Special Sunday Class May 26 - $17.00

_,·o LS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS

SUPPORT

COMPUTER EASE

R1v1 •1s,rl, ·

&

714-6K.7 -4462 ·.

•

·• ••· "•~

DOS got you down ? try

Dl\1 O l! NI ON

All ... , \I,

EVERSOLE

Specializing in Briggs & Stratton
Honda, Kohler & Tecumseh Engines
FINANCING AVAILABLE
10941 Hole Ave., Riverside
SE HABLA ESPANOL

1• • •

7 177 l:3rockton . Sit' J:l 1
H1vprs1dl'

Hq>Ain,

I 'l "o

R.~2~

Sales • Service • Parts ,

H

1• • •
1

LARRY WEBSTER
Insurance Ag en cy

·R,pq>t,

LAWN & GARDEN
EQUIPMENT ·

,

II
"
II .
II I,
I II.

714/247-8188

CENTURY 21 HEMBREE COUNTRY

10485 Magnolia Ave

,..

1

•1
•
I

1

•••

... Landlords
Did Your Tenate Vacate and Leave All Their
Furnishings Behind ?
Then Call Us!!!!!!!

(714) 485-3463

))

,.,

...

:can't Take Someone To Clean It Out For·
You?

Also Help You Find
Foreclosures

....- ~
' _

II
I i
Ii
II

111111

,.

ARE YOU ·MOVING

To fill out any kind or Real Estate forms, or
just to .read and understand them? We also help
you do your own home loans or any kind doing
your own home loans will save you thousands
or dollars in your pocket.
Call now !!!!

FOR YOUR
PRINT IN G NEEDS

...

(714) .956-2400

3761 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA

(714) 688·2828

Ken's
Automotive
Repair

CHARLES A.
JANSEN,
O.D~, INC.

and Custom
Engine Building

Eye Examinations

Specializing in
Mini Trucks
6131 Chapel Street
Riverside, CA 92503

, (714) 359-7453
RIDGEWAY CO.
REALTORS
Come in for a

Se Hdbld Espanol

Complete

Glasses
Contact Lenses
Lab on Premises

4000 Tyler Street
Riverside, CA 92503

(714) 687-7100
ANTIQUE &JEWELRY
TOP CASH PAID '
For Most Any Gold Silver-Jewelry. Class Rings.
Chains, Dental Gold .
Sterling Pieces.
New. Used or Broken 1

GOVERNMENT
OWNED
HOME LIST
3784 Arlington Avenue
Riverside

4241 Market Street
(Next to 0eAnza Theater)
R1vers1d e
10 to 5p.m

686-9641

(714) 683-5280

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR '

